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The method o f in terp reta tion  developed in  t h is  th e s is  determines: 
the th ickness and the in ter v a l lon g itu d in a l wave speed o f homogeneous 
and iso tr o p ic  layers; the angle o f r e f le c t io n  fo r  ray-paths; the angle 
o f dip fo r  common-strike plane in ter fa ces; and the depth and hori­
zon ta l o f f s e t  o f r e f le c t in g  p o in ts . The data fo r  computation are: 
recording d ista n ces , r e f le c t io n  tim es, and slopes o f the tim e-distance  
curves fo r  two d irec tio n s  o f recording. There are two se ts  o f so­
lu tio n s :  one for the tw o-layer case and one for the case involving
more than two la y e rs .
Sign conventions for  d istan ces and angles generalize the ex­
pressions presented. Consequently, the method can handle dip in ­
versions among in ter fa ces  as w ell as speed reversa ls  among la y e r s .
Besides being adequate fo r  stru ctu ra l determ ination, the method 
proposed may be u se fu l in  the study of stra tigrap h ic  trap s. For th is
i i i
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a p p lica tio n , the key factor is  the determination o f in terv a l speeds 
th a t are associated  with l ith o lo g y , p o ro sity , and f lu id  content o f  
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I
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X recording d ista n ce .
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According to  Jakosky (1947), nearly a th ird  o f the important 
o i l  f ie ld s  in  the United S tates have been o f  the stratigrap h ic  type, 
created by unconform ities, p inch-outs, changes in  p orosity  or sed i­
mentation, and len s in g . These o i l  f ie ld s  have been discovered by 
random d r il l in g ;  among the examples c ited  i s  the famous East Texas 
f ie ld  in  Texas. The high frequency of b lind  discovery, without the  
aid of geology and geophysics, c lea r ly  in d ica tes  the much greater  
frequency of occurrence o f the stra tigrap h ic  accumulations. Hence, 
an in terp reta tion  method that provides information correlatab le to  
stratigrap h ic  traps may be o f value in  exploration for petroleum.
The purpose of th is  th es is  i s  to develop such a method fo r  re­
f le c t io n s  from coramon-strike plane in ter fa c e s .
The term "speed" i s  used in  preference to  "velocity" because 
speed i s  a scalar quantity independent o f  d irec tio n , whereas v e lo c i­
ty  i s  a vector quantity to which a d irection  must be assigned.
1
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The in v estig a tio n  was conducted so as:
1 . To e s ta b lish  a model conforming to  a se t  of assumptions and to  
derive expressions for  tim e-distance curves. The expression o f  
the times is  obtained by adaptation of "M ultilayer R efraction  
Times for Dipping Beds" by Professor John C, H o llis te r  (Lecture 
N otes, 1961), The a n a ly tic a l expression of recording d istan ces  
i s  derived by geometric, a lgeb ra ic , and trigonom etric means,
2 . To apply the expressions o f tim e-distance curves using in for -  
mation from recorded tim es fo r  determination of the la y e rs .
3 . To determine the expressions of depth and horizontal o f f s e t  of 
the r e f le c t in g  p o in ts .
The re su lts  are summarized in  the main tex t  and the corres -  
ponding analyses are d eta iled  in the Appendixes I-V, Appendix VI 
contains the expressions fo r  in terp retation  of a seism ic r e f le c t io n  
survey o f 2 , 3 , . . .  7 layers and Appendix VII i s  the Fortran program 
fo r  th is  in terp reta tio n .
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EXPRESSIONS OF TIME-DISTANCE CURVES
In th is  th e s is ,  th eo r e tic a l tim e-distance curves fo r  lon g itu d i­
nal waves are constructed from functions re la tin g  the to ta l  r e f le c t io n  
time and the r e f le c t io n  recording d istance to  known speeds, d ips, 
th ick n esses, and angles of incidence. Because o f the s ign  conventions 
(see page 5 ) , the expressions presented are general and can be used
with speed rev ersa ls  and with dip in version s.
Assumptions
In the study o f natural phenomena sim plifying hypotheses must be 
used but oversim p lifica tion  should be avoided. A model based on the 
follow ing assumptions i s  proposed:
1 . The sectio n  under study i s  made up o f la y e r s .




3 . R eflection s take place only a t in ter fa ces  between lay ers  and
only primary r e f le c t io n s  are considered.
4» The in ter fa ces  are plane and there are no pinch-outs w ithin the 
range of recording.
5. The in ter fa ces  have a common s tr ik e , but may have a v a r ie ty  
of d ip s.
6 . Observations are made only a t r ight angles to the s tr ik e .  
Therefore, the problem i s  two-dimensional.
7 . The plane used for ca lcu la tio n  is  normal to  a l l  r e f le c to r s ,  
Hence Fermat’ s p r in cip le  and S n e ll 's  law can be applied w ithin  
th is  plane.
S. Only lo n g itu d im l waves are considered.
9. The speed o f wave propagation can vary a r b itr a r ily  from one
layer to  another. For example, V >  V <  V .
3 4 5
10. The datum (termed "surface") i s  h orizon ta l.
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l i e  A ll necessary correction s have been applied to the times used 
in  the construction o f the tim e-distance curves.
Sign Conventions
Of the two d irec tio n s  along the surface, one i s  chosen a r b itr a r i­
ly  to  be p o s it iv e .
The dips are considered p o s it iv e  i f  they are down in  the p osi­
t iv e  d ire c tio n , zero i f  the in ter fa ces  are h orizon ta l, and negative  
i f  the in te r fa c e s  are up in  the p o s it iv e  d ir e c tio n . Thus a l l  dips 
drawn in  f ig .  1 are p o s it iv e .
The p o s it iv e  d irection  i s  considered to be toward the r ig h t.  
Perpendiculars are drawn to  the lower in ter fa ce  o f each la y er , a t  
the in tersec tio n  with the ray-path. An angle of incidence i s  p o si­
t iv e  i f  the ray-path i s  to  the r igh t o f the perpendicular; i s  zero i f  
the ray-path coincides with the perpendicular; and is  negative i f  the 
ray-path i s  to  the l e f t  o f the perpendicular. This convention 
ap p lies  to the angles of emergence and entrance when the resp ective  
portions o f the ray-path are extended above the surface. Thus, in
f ig .  1 , a l l  the angles a are negative and a l l  the angles









Figure 1 — Total r e f le c t io n  time and depth and horizontal o f f s e t  
o f the r e f le c t in g  p o in t«
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a are p o s it iv e
(I,N)R
T otal R eflection  Time
Consider a r e f le c t io n  tak ing place a t  the top of the N-layer 
( f i g .  1 ) .  According to  the development presented in  Appendix I ,  the 
general expression o f t o ta l  r e f le c t io n  time i s
N-1
EH  Iv1 ' 1=1 II (cos a(I,N )S + cos a(I,N)R)  >
where
X i s  the d istance a t  the surface between the source, A, and 
the rece iv er , B. As has been s ta ted , X i s  p o s it iv e  or 
negative depending on i t s  or ien ta tion  with resp ect to
the arb itrary  p o s it iv e  d irectio n
V , V V are the speeds o f  lon g itu d in a l wave propagation
1 2 N-1
w ith in  layers 1 , 2 , . . .  N-1, resp ec tiv e ly .
T 1029 a
a i s  the angle of the I -la y er  segment of the ray-path with
(I,N )
the perpendicular to the lower in ter fa ce  o f the I-la y er  a t  
i t s  in ter sec tio n  with the ray-path. The symbol I must be 
sm aller than N for N-1 represents the number o f la y ers  
traversed . The subscripts R or S sp e c ify  the portion o f the 
ray-path between the r e f le c t in g  point and the receiver or 
source, resp ec tiv e ly .
b i s  the d ip  of the lower in ter fa ce  o f the f i r s t  la y er .
2
H i s  the length of the I -la y er  segment of the broken l in e  started  
I
a t the source and drawn, con secu tively , normal to the next 
in ter fa c e .
R eflection  Recording Distance
For a r e f le c t io n  a t the top o f  the N-layer ( f i g .  1 ) ,  the develop­
ment o f Appendix II  g ives the expression for the recording d istance  
as:
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X = I H tan a -  tan a
N-1 (N-1,N)R (N-1,N)S
N-2
cos a + (b -  b )




-  tan a
(N-2,N)S
fa +
L (N -l.N )S




cos £a + (b -  b )J
K=N-1
+ H I tan a L (K.N)R ’ K+l K
N-3 I (N-3,N)R I I  cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)R
K=N-1
-  tan a
 n
n cos a + (b -  b )1 (K.N)S K+l K J cos a(N-3,W)S K=N-2 (K,N)S
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cos I a + (b -  b )
1 ( k . n ) r  ^  v  JK+l K
cos a
(K,N)R




cos [a  + (b -  b )
1  (K.N)S________ K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)S




cos j a + (b -  b ) I
L (K.N)R K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)R





cos l a  + (b -  b ) I
L (K.H)S ■“ * '  JK+l K
cos a
(K,N)S




cos fa  + (b -  b ) I
L (K.N)R I",n ~ JK+l K
cos a
( k , n ) r





cos ["a + (b - b ) |




+ H tan a
(1,N)K




n L (K.N)S K+l K cos aK=2 (K,N)S




cos (b -  b ) 
1+1 L
LFN-2
- 1 s in  (b
N-viincos (b -  b ) L+l L tan ,
LFO
IPN-3
+  s in  (b> -b )[TT
N-1 N-2 I I I





cos j a + (b -  b )




+ s in  (b -  b ) I I I cos (b 
N-2 N-3 I I I
-  b ) I tan a 











cos fa  + (b -  b )




[b -  b ) 
M-3 N -4
L—0
cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L
tan a
(N -4 ,N )R
K=N-1n cos a + (b -  b )1 (K.N)R K+l K Jcos a
K=N-3 (K ,N )R
^N -J-lT  cos (b -  b ) I tan a I L+l L / (N-J,N)RIPO
K=N-1 1
n cos la  + (b -  b )L (KJQR K+l K Jcos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)R
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+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a
3 2 2 (2,N)R
K=N-1
n:cos a +L (K.M)R_______ K+l K(b -  b ) ]cos a
K=3 (K,N)R




cos I aF  + (b -  b ) ]
I- ( x r  irx i v  J(K>N)R K+l K
cos a
(k, n)r
The conditions fo r  ap p lica tion  o f the above expression are
a =  0 for K r  0 t
K,N
b =  0 for L ? l ,  
L
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INTERPRETATION OF TIME-DISTANCE CURVES
A fter tim e-d istance curves have been constructed, th e ir  interpre­
ta tio n  co n s is ts  o f ca lcu la tion s o f the speeds, d ip s , and th icknesses  
o f the several la y ers  and tte  angles of incidence of the ray-paths 
a t  th e r e f le c t in g  in te r fa c e s . For these ca lcu la tio n s , the recording 
d ista n ces , r e f le c t io n  tim es , and slop es of the tim e-d istance curves 
for  the two d irectio n s of recording are the necessary data.
A pplication of the General Expressions
In applying the general expressions, two cases must be considered; 
the f i r s t  involves two layers fo r  a r e f le c tio n  taking place a t  th e ir  
common in ter fa ce; the second involves more than two layers fo r  a re­
f le c t io n  taking place a t the top of the lowermost la y er . The general 
exp ression s, pages 7 and 9 , already obtained may be sp e c ia lized  fo r  
both a p p lica tio n s.




I t  is  assumed th at the d istance between the sources i s  le s s  
than the sh ortest c r i t i c a l  d istan ce fo r  the column in question ,
Two-Layer Case
Consideration of the f i r s t  two layers i s  the beginning o f the 
in terp reta tion  o f  a seism ic r e f le c t io n  survey. The f i r s t  r e f le c t io n  
in d en tifia b le  on the records i s  considered to come from the f i r s t  
in ter fa ce  a t  depth (see f i g ,  2 ) ,
AngLes o f  Eknergence and Entrance of the Ray-Path The expression
o f  the angle of emergence for  recording in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n ,
a o f  f i g ,  2 , i s  
OP
sin  a = V [ dT \ = s in  (a + b ) •
OP 1 1 dX I XP (1,2)RP 2
In th is  expression P stands for recording in the p o s it iv e
d irec tio n , and I dT \ represents the slope measured at a 
I dX I XP
distance X from the source. Note th at
a = -  a





Figure 2 — Specia l case o f fig*  1 (Two-Layer)*
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The angle o f emergence, a , fo r  recording in  the negative
ON
d irec tio n  or the angle o f  entrance fo r  recording in the p o sit iv e  
d irec tio n  i s  expressed as
s in  ( - a  ) = V [ dT ] 1 =  sin  (a -  b ) •
ON l L  IdX iX N J (1,2)RP 2
In th is  expression N stands fo r  recording in  the negative
d ire c tio n , and [dT \ represents the slope measured a t  a d istance  
I dX I XN
X from the source.
According to the angle sign  convention, a i s  p o s it iv e  while
OP
a i s  n egative . For t h is  reason the minus sign i s  introduced 
ON
before a • For recording in  the negative d ir ec tio n , when 
ON
a s* b , the expression |d T \ i s  negative because the tim es
(1,2)RP 2 IdX/XN
increase for growing absolute values o f X, thus, dT i s  p o s it iv e  
whereas dX i s  n egative . Therefore, to  incorporate the sign  con­
ventions in  the expression o f s in  ( - a  ) ,  a minus sign i s  in tro -
ON
duced before [dT \ .
IdX/ XN
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System o f Equations (Two-Layer) Four equations which r e la te  the
measured q u an tities  X, T , / dT ] > (<321 an(i the unknown model
2 I dX J XP I dX I XN
parameters b , H , and V and the unknown ray c h a ra c ter istic  
2 1 1
a are w ritten  below.
(1,2)RP
Two equations come from the expressions o f  the angle o f emergence
and entrance:
s in  (a + b ) = V I dT ]
(1,2)RP 2 1 IdX/X P
and
sin  (a -  b ) = V f  /dT ] 1 c
(1,2)RP 2 l L  IdX/XNJ
For N = 2 , the general expression o f the t o ta l  r e f le c t io n  time 
provides a th ird  equation:
2H
T _ X s in  (a + b ) +  1 cos a
2 "  V (1,2)RP 2 V (1,2)RP*
1 1
For N = 2 , the general expression of the r e f le c t io n  recording' 
d istan ce provides a fourth equation:
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2 H tan a
1 (1.2)HP
cos b -  s in  b tan a
2 2 (1,2)RP
I t  i s  demonstrated in  Appendix I II  th at these equations may be 
solved uniquely for the unknowns; the r e su lts  are presented next.
Angle o f  Incidence a t  R eflec tin g  In terface (Two-Layer); The angle  
o f incidence and the angle of r e f le c t io n  are rela ted  to  each other  
by;
(1,2)SP (1,2)RP
As sta ted  before, SP and RP in  the su b scrip ts mean the branch o f  
the ray-path connected to  the source and to  the rece iv er , resp ective­
l y ,  For recording in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n  a i s  given by
(1,2)HP
equation 10 o f Appendix I l l s
s in  a
(1,2)RP
\  / j L T i d i ]  ♦ r - m  i
W 2 T  [Id X /X P  L IdX I XNj
fo r  I dT \ &  0
dX I XP




0 ~ a  c  90 ; X i s  p o s it iv e  because the recording i s  carried
(l,2)R P
out in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n ,
AngLe o f Dip o f R eflectin g  Interface (Two-Layer): The angle o f
dip of the r e f le c t in g  in ter fa ce  i s  given by equation 12 of 
Appendix III:
for | dT \ ^  0 , tan b =
I dX I XP 2
Vr[|ai llL IdX I XP I  1 dX I XNJ J
According to the dip sign convention, b , which i s  always le s s
2
o
than 90 in  absolute v a lu e , can be n egative , zero, or p o s it iv e .
Thickness o f  the F ir s t  Layer Measured Perpendicularly to  the Re­
f le c t in g  Interface: The thickness o f the f i r s t  layer  measured
perpendicularly to the r e f le c t in g  in ter fa ce , H , i s  given by
1
equation 14 o f Appendix III:
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X cos (a + b )
H _ ________ (1.2)RP 2 , for [ dT \ # 0 ,
1 “ 2 s in  a IdX ] XP
(1,2)RP
where a and b are now known (see pages 19 and 2 0 ).
(1,2)RP 2
Speed of the F ir s t  Layer: The speed o f the f i r s t  layer i s  given
by equation 15 o f  Appendix III:
s in  (a + b )
V = (l,2)R P 2 , fo r  [dT ] #  0
dT \ I dX I XP
dX I XP
where a , b , and [dT ] are already known.
IdX I(1,2)RP 2 VdXiXP
N-Layer Case
In the N-layer case, the r e f le c t io n  N -l comes from the in ter fa ce
between la y ers N-l and N. The values o f  b , b , . . . b  ; H , H ,
1 2  N- l  1 2
. . . H  j V , V , , , ,  V are known from previous consideration o f  
N-2 1 2  N-2
the (N -l)- la y e r  case. These r e s u lts ,  with the data X, T , (dT\ ,
N IdX/XP(S)
and [dT \ , obtained from travel-tim e curves, are used to ca lcu la te
IdX I XN
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a , b , H , and V . The ca lcu la tion  i s  continued, i f
(N-1,N)HP N N -l N-l
necessary, to  the (N + l ) - la y e r  case for which the r e s u lts  o f  the
N -layer ca lcu la tion  are used.
Angles o f Emergence and Entrance o f  the Ray-Path (N-Layer) The
expression o f the angle o f emergence for  recording in the p o s it iv e
d irec tio n  (a o f f ig .  l ) ,  i s  
OP
sin  a = sin  (a + b ) = V I dT \
OP (1,N)RP 2 1 IdX I XP *
where [dT] i s  the slope o f the tim e-d istance curve, a t d istan ce  
IdX I XP
X, for recording in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n .
The angle of emergence, a , for recording in the negative d i-
0N
rectio n  or the angle of entrance for recording in  the p o s it iv e  d i­
rectio n  i s  expressed as
s in  a = V I dT ] = s in  (a 4* b )
ON 1 ldX/XN (1,N)SP 2
or
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sin  ( -  a ) = -  s in  (a + b ) ~ V f j dT \ "I
ON (1,N)SP 2 lL  I dX 1 XN J
where I dT ] i s  the slope o f the tim e-distance curve, a t  d istance  
I dX I Xn
X, fo r  recording in  the negative d irec tio n .
S n e ll1 s Law The expression of S n e ll 's  law re la tin g  the angles o f  
a branch of the ray-path i s
s in  a V
_______________  (K.N)____________ _ K
sin  F a + { b  -  b JT “ V
L (K+1,N) K+2 K+l J K+l
where
K v a r ies  from 1 to N-2.
a i s ,  as stated  b efore, the angle of the segment of the ray-path
(K,N)
w ith in  layer K with the perpendicular to  the in ter fa ce  K+l a t  i t s  
in ter sec tio n  with the ray-path. The surface i s  the f i r s t  in ter fa ce . 
The layer  on top of which the re fle c tio n  takes place i s  sp e c if ied  by 
the N.
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Angles of the Ray-Path Branches There are two ray-path branches: 
one between the source and the r e f le c t in g  p o in t, and one between the 
r e f le c t in g  point and the receiver,, Therefore, there are angles o f  
the source branch and angles o f the receiver branch.
The expression of the f i r s t  angle of the source branch, de­




b + s in  
2
Since a i s  now known from the above equation, S n e ll 's
(1,N)SP
law can be used repeatedly to  ca lcu la te  a fo r  K varying from
(K,N)SP
2 to  N-2.
The general expression fo r  t h is  ca lcu la tion  i s
-1  j  V
a = s in  [ K+l s in  a ] -  (b -  b )
(K+1,N)SP  ̂ V (K,N)SP j K+2 K+l
where K varies  from 1 to  N-3.
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S im ilar ly , the escpression of the f i r s t  angle o f the receiver  




V [dT ]  
1 IdX I XP
-  b
Since a i s  known, S n e llfs law can be used repeatedly
(1,N)RP
to  ca lcu la te  a for K varying from 2 to  N-2.
(K,N)HP





K+l sin  a I -  (b -  b )
(K,N)RP I K+2 K+l
K
where K var ies  from 1 to  N-3.
System of Equations (N-Layer) Four equations which r e la te  the
and the unknownmeasured q u a n tities  X, T , IdT] , and [dT]
N I dX I XP I dX I XN
model parameters b , H , and V and the unknown ray charac-
N N-l N-l
t e r i s t i c  a are w ritten  below.
(N-1,N)RP
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Two equations come from ap p lica tion  of S n e ll1s law. One o f  
them i s
s in  a V
 (N-2.N)SP „ N-2
sin  ("a + (b -  b J\ ~ V
L (N-1,N)SP N N -l J N -l
sin ce a = -  a , the above expression can be
(N-1,N)SP (N-1,N)RP
changed to
s in  a V
______________ (N-2.N)SP_______  N-2
s in  f  -  a + (b -  b ) l  V
L (N-1,N)RP N N -l J N -l
The other equation obtained from S n e ll's  law i s
sin a
_____________ (N-2.N)RP_______
sin  f a + (b -  b JT




The expression o f  the to ta l  r e f le c t io n  tim e, for recording in
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the p o s it iv e  d ir e c tio n , i s  the th ird  equation
N-2
Eh I_ (cos a + cos a )VN " V (1,N)RP 2 £— » V1 1=1 I (I,N)SP (I,N)RP
2H
N -l cos a
V (N-1,N)HP
N-l
The fourth equation is  the general expression o f  the r e f le c t io n  
recording d ista n ce . Separating the unknowns, th is  expression can be 
w ritten  as
2 H tan a + H
N -l (N-1,N)RP N-2
tan a
(N-2,N)HP
cos [a  + (b -  b )1








cos ] -  a ♦ (b -  b )1 "




(N - 3 ,N ) H P
cos a + (b -  b
L (N-2.N)HP N-l N-2 >]
cos a
(N-2,N)RP




cos l a  + (b -  b )
i 1 (N-2.N)SP N -l N-2 J
(N-3,N)SP cos a
(N-2,N)RP
















a 1 (K.N)RP ' K + l  K
(N-4,N)RP I I cos a
K=N-3 (K,N)RP
cos £a + (b -  b )J
cos [a  + (b -  b ) ]




a L (K.N)SP ' K+l K
(N-4,N)SP I I  cos a
K=N-3 (K,N)SP
cos a + (b -  b )
t  ( v  m N c d  V  J
cos I -  a + (b -  b ) I









c o s  a + (b -  b )
1 (N-l.N)KP N N -l J,N)R
c o s  a
(N-1,N)RP
K=N-2
L (K.N)SP K»1 K
c o s  a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)SP
cos I a + (b -  b )
L { V M\OD Vj/I v ^
cos  l - a  + (b -  b ) I
L (N-l.N)RP N N -l J
c o s  a
(N-1,N)RP
K=N-2
c o s  af  + (b -  b ) ]
L ( v  it j ji  v  Ja L (K.N)RP K+l K
( 2 , N ) R P  I I  c o s  a
K=3 (K,N)RP
cos  a + (b -  b ) I





n cos [a  + (b ~ b ) I1 (K.N)SP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,N)SP
cos - a  + (b — b ) I
L (N-l.N)RP N N-l 
cos a
(N-1,N)SP





co 8 [ a  + (b -  b ) I
L (K.N)RP K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)RP
cos a + (b -  b ) I




n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.N)SP K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,N)SP
cos -a  + (b -  b ) I




cos (b -  b ) I cos (b -  b ) -  
L+l L I N N-l





cos (b -  b ) tan a
L+l L I (N-1,N)RP




cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L I (N-2,N)RP
cos [a  + (b  -  b )1




+ s in  (b -  b )
N-2 N-3
L=0
cos (b b ) I tan a
L I  L I (N-3,N)RP
cos la  + (b -  b ) I cos
L (N-2,N)RP N -l N-2 J .
[ a  + (b -  b ) ]






+ s in  (b -  b )
N-3 N-4
L=0
cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L I (N-4,N)RP
,K=N-2
K=N-3
cos l a  + (b
L (KjN)RP K+l
b ) | \  cos
K
[ a  + (b -  b ) ]







+■ sin  (b
+ sin  (b
+ s in  b
2
L=N-J-1
-  b )| 
M-J+l N-J
L̂ O
cos (b -> b ) I tan a
>1 L /  (N-J,N)RP
cos ["a + (b -  b )1\ cos |"a + (b -  b )1
L (K,N)ftP K+l K J L (W-l.N)RP N N -l J
cos a I cos a
(K,N)RP 1 (N-1,N)RP
K=N-2
cos I a + (b -  b )r
-  b ) cos b tan a I I  L (K.W)RP K+l KJ
5 2 2 (2,N)RP I I  cos a
K=3 (K,N)RP
cos a + (b -




/ T T  cos |a  + (b -  b )
tan a L (K.N)KP K+l K J
(1,N)HP I I I  cos a
K=2 (K,N)RP
cos ["a + (b -  b ) j




As in  the Two-Layer case , i t  i s  demonstrated in Appendix IV th at  
these equations may be solved uniquely for the unknowns; the r e su lts  
are presented next*
Angle o f Incidence a t R eflectin g  Interface (N-Layer): The angle
o f  incidence and the angle of r e f le c t io n  are related  to  each other 
by
a = -  a
(N -l, N)SP (N-1,N)RP
As stated  before, SP and RP in the subscripts mean the branch o f  
the ray-path connected to the source and to  the rece iv er , resp ective­
l y ,  for recording in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n .








0 =  a *= 90 ;
(N-1,N)RP
X i s  the recording d istance;
- l
(N-1,N)RP
= tan __________ X(Y-W) -  F





X sin  (a 
V (1,N)RP
1 1=1
cos a + cos a
(I,N)SP (I,N)RP-
2 s in  a
B „ ________ (N-2.N)RP ;
V
N-2
s in  a + s in  a
E = (N-2«N)RP________ (N-2.N)SP ;
s in  a -  s in  a
(N-2,N)RP (N-2,N)SP
F = H tan a
N-2 (N-2,N)RP
cos
+ H tan a
N-3 (N-3,N)RP
f a  +
1 (N-2.N)RP





+ H tan a 1 (K.N)RP ' K+l K
N-A (N-4,N)RP I I  cos a
K=N-3 (K,N)RP
cc6 f a  +• (b -  b )
L (V AT^PP V  **
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cos I a (b -  b ) J
K=N-2
+ H tan a 1  (K.N)RP * K+l K
N-J (W-J,N)RP I I  cos a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)RP
K=M-2 r 1
n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.N)RP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,N)HP
K=N-2
cos a ♦ (b -  b )
L  f v  M ̂  T3t> v  ■*+ H t a n a  L (K«N)RP K+l K
1 (1,N)RP I I  cos a
K=2 (K,N)RP
G = “ I H tan a
N-2 (N-2,M)SP
+ H tan a
N-3 (N-3,N)SP
cos j a + (b -  b )





♦ H tan a L (K.Wf)SP K+ 1 K
N-4 (N-4,N)SP I I  cos a
K=M-3 (K,N)SP
cos l a  ■«* (b -  b ) I
L fir xr J
K=N-2
+ H tan a 1 (K.N)SP * K+l K
N-J (N-J,N)SP I I  cos a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)SP
cos l a  + (b — b ) I
L  ( V  M \ Q D  TTj.1 V  «*
K=N-2
co6 | an s [ a  * (b -  b )1L (K.N)SP K»1 K J cos aK=3 (K,N)SP
K=N-2 1












W ^ s in  (b -  b ) I I I cos (b -  b ) I tan a
N-l N-2 I I I L+l L / (N-2,N)HP
L=0
L=N-4
•a- s in  (b -  b ) I [ I  cos (b -  b ) I tan a
N-2 N-3 \ I I L+l L /  (N-3,N)RP
L=0
cos l a  (b -  b ) I
1 (N-2.N)RP N-l N-2 J 
cos a
(N-2,N)RP











n cos f  a + (b -  b )L (K.M)RP K+I K J cos aK=N-3 (K,N)RP
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L=N-J-1
sin  (b -  b ) 
N-J+l N-J
L=0
co 3  (b _ b ) I tan a










cos I af a  + (b -  b )1
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a I I (K.N)RP K+l K
3 2 2 (2,N)RP I I  cos a
K=3 (K,N)RP
K=N-2
cos f an a  + (b -  b ) ]L (K.N)RP K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,N)RP
The conditions for ap p lica tion  o f  the abcj r e  expressions are
N ? 3  ,
a — 0 for J §  0 v
J, N
b =  0 f  or L g  1 ,
L
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and J =  N -l .
Angle o f Dip o f  R eflec tin g  Interface (N-Layer): The angle o f dip
o f the r e f le c t in g  in ter fa ce  i s  given by equation 24 o f  Appendix IV
b = b +  tan E \ /  X(Y-W) -  F -  G
N N -l \ j  E ( X(Y-W) -  F » G ) t  2 A (ETIT
where
A, B, E, F, G, and W are in  the form defined in  the la s t  sec tio n .
Thickness o f the Lowermost Layer Traversed by the Ray-Path: The
th ickness o f  the lowermost layer traversed by the ray-path, measured
perpendicularly to the r e f le c t in g  in te r fa ce , H , i s  given by
N-l
equation 25 of Appendix IV:
sin  f a  ♦ (b -  b )1
H -  J L  L (N-l.N)RP N N-l J 




A and B are defined as in  the l a s t  two sectio n s; a and
(N-1,N)RP
b are already known.
N
Speed o f the Lowermost Layer Traversed by the Ray-Path: The speed
o f  the lowermost la y er  traversed by the ray-path i s  given by an ex­
p ression  derived from S n e ll1s law
where the second member i s  e n t ir e ly  known.
Under the development above, V i s  not known. Therefore, the
N
c r i t i c a l  angle between la y ers  N -l and N cannot be ca lcu lated  from the  
speeds a lon e.
For plane in te r fa c e s , the p lo t o f  refraction  tim es against d is ­
tances i s  a s tra ig h t l in e ,  whereas a sim ilar  p lo t  for r e f le c t io n s  i s  
a l in e  with measurable curvature. This l a s t  c h a ra c ter is tic  has to  be 
used for lim ita tio n  o f .X in  the ap p lica tion  o f the method developed in  
t h is  th e s is .  For in ter fa ces  above the r e f le c t in g  in ter fa ce , the c r i­
t i c a l  angles can be calcu lated  from the speeds and can then be
V = V 
N -l N-2 s in  a
(N-2,N)RP
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compared with the angles o f r e f le c t io n  obtained w hile the la y ers were 
being determined•
Depth o f the R eflectin g  Point
The depth of the r e f le c t in g  point a t the upper in ter fa ce  o f layer
N (Z o f fig*  1 ) ,  i s  obtained by projecting v e r t ic a l ly  the segments
N
o f  the ray-path between the source and the r e f le c t in g  p o in t. The 
d e ta ils  o f t h is  operation are found in  Appendix V; the general r e su lt  
i s
N -l
H sin (b  -  b )
cos ( a  + b )
(I,N)SP 1+1
1=1
I  1+1 I
cos a cos a
(I,N)SP (I,N)SP
H tan a 
1-1 (I-1,N)SP
cos
+ H tan a
1-2 (I-2,N)SP
f a  + (b -
L (I-l.N )S P  I
b )]  





cos af a  + (b -  b ) 1
L (v m\qp tr.i/1 ir J+ H t a n a  L (K.N)SP K+l K
1-3 (I-3,N)SP I I  cos a
K=I-2 (K,N)SP
K=I~1 r l
n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.N)SP K+l K J coe aK=I-3 (K,N)SP
K=I"1 r 1
n cos a + (b -  b ) IL (K.N)SP K+l K J cos aK=I-J+1 (K,N)SP
K=I~1 -  n
n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.Nf)SP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,N)SP
K=I-1
n cos I a + (b -  b )L (K.N)SP K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,N)SP
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The H’ s denote the segments of the s tr in g  o f perpendiculars to  
the in te r fa c e s . This str in g  s ta r ts  a t the source.
The condition for ap p lica tion  o f the above expression i s
Horizontal O ffset o f  the R eflec tin g  Point
The h orizon ta l o f f s e t  of the r e f le c t in g  point a t the upper in ter fa ce
o f layer H (0 o f f ig .  l ) ,  i s  obtained by projecting  h orizo n ta lly  the 
N
segments o f the ray-path between the source and the r e f le c t in g  point*
The d e ta ils  of t h is  operation are found in  the Appendix V; the 
general r e su lt  i s
J §  1-1 •
-  s in  (a  b ) _____










+ H tan a
1-2 (I-2,N)SP cos a
(I-1,N)SP
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c o b  J a +
1 ( k . m) s p
(b -  b
K+l K>]
cos a
( k . n ) s p




cos [a  + (b -  b )1
L (K.N)SP K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)SP




cos a + (b -  b




n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.N)SP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,N)SP





cos [ a  + (b -  b ) I
L (K.N)SP K+l K J
cos a
(K ,N )SP
For both the expressions o f the depth, page 42, and the horizontal
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o f f s e t ,  page 44 , of the r e f le c t in g  p o in t, the portion between the 
large square brackets i s  the same.
As stated  b efo re , the H*s denote the segments of the s tr in g  o f  
perpendiculars to  the in te r fa c e s . This strin g  s ta r ts  at the source.
The condition fo r  ap p lication  o f the above expression i s
j g i - i  .
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ROUTINE COMPUTATION
Routine computation co n s is ts  o f determining the fo llow in g:  
angles along ray-paths; speeds and perpendicular th ick n esses o f  layers;  
dips of in ter fa ces; and depths and h orizon ta l o f f s e t s  o f  r e f le c t in g  
p o in ts .
D istan ces, tim es, and slop es of tim e-d istance p lo ts  are the neces­
sary f ie ld  data fo r  c a lc u la tio n s . The computation i s  carried out by 
successive  ap p lica tion  o f the formulas presented in Appendix VI; i f  an 
e le c tr o n ic  computer th at accepts Fortran programming i s  a v a ila b le , the 
program d eta iled  in  Appendix VII can be used.
The formulas o f  Appendix VI &nd the corresponding Fortran 
program of Appendix VII co n stitu te  the seism ic in terp reta tion  method 
proposed in  t h is  t h e s is .
The ap p lica tion  o f the method requires forward and reverse re­
cording fo r  each d istance X. As sta ted  b efore, the l in e  o f receivers
47
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must be extended on both sid es of the point a t  d istan ce  X from the  
source so th at the s lo p es  of tim e-d istance p lo ts  can be determined.
The p o s it iv e  d ir e c t io n , which i s  a r b itr a r ily  chosen, ap p lies
for both the forward and the reverse recording; th erefore , the
slop es [d T \ and |d T \ can be p o s it iv e , zero , or n egative .
1 dX I XP I dX I XN
The formulas o f  Appendix VI and the Fortran program o f Appendix VII
are already prepared for  ap p lica tion  with the algebraic values o f  the
s lo p es .
The computation s ta r ts  with the two-layer case. The data a t
d istan ce X c o n s is t  o f the r e f le c t io n  tim e, T , and o f the slop es o f
2
, dT






. A fter the f i r s t  layer i s  determined by using the tw o-layer
case formulas, pages 178-179, V , H , and b are incorporated in to  the
1 1  2
data and the computation continues for a th ree-la y er  case. The re­
f le c t io n  tim e, T , and the slopes o f the tim e-distance p lo ts  for the  
3
dT \




are now needed. A fter the
dX /XN
second layer i s  determined by using the th ree-layer case formulas,
pages 180-163, V , H , and b are incorporated in to  the data for a 
2 2 3
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fou r-layer case and the c r i t i c a l  angle between the f i r s t  and the
second la y e rs , a , i s  ca lcu lated  by
(1,2)C
- 1 /V  1 
a = s in  [ 1
(1,2)C  1 V
' 2
The angle of r e f le c t io n  o f the tw o-layer case, a , i s  now
(1,2)RP
compared with a . The computation continues for a four-layer
(1,2)C
case I f  there i s  a th ird  r e f le c t io n  and a c  a
(1,2)RP (1,2)C
I f  deeper r e f le c t io n s  are present, la y ers  and ray-paths are then
su c cess iv e ly  determined by combining a l l  previous values o f  Vf s ,  b*s,
and H's w ith the data perta in ing to  the cases o f  more layer and by
using the corresponding formulas,,
In general, i f  K i s  the number o f layers involved in  a r e f le c t io n
and T represents th e  time fo r  r e f le c tio n  from th e  top o f  layer K, 
K
then when the computation for  the K-layer case is  fin ish ed , the con­




where a i s  determined by
(K-2,K-1)C
- 1 /V
a = sin K-2
(K-2,K-l)C V
K-l
When the condition  i s  not s a t is f ie d ,  th e  computation must stop 
and s ta r t  again fo r  a sm aller recording d istan ce. Although the re­
cording d istances normally used in a seism ic r e f le c t io n  survey very  
seldom are larger than th e c r i t i c a l  d istan ces fo r  the portion o f  
in te r e s t  in  the sec tio n  under study, the previous t e s t  had to  be 
introduced to  v e r ify  the conditions under which the in terp reta tion  
method was developed.
I f  the c r i t i c a l  d istance condition i s  s a t is f ie d ,  the computation 
for  a pair of sources ends when a l l  r e f le c tio n s  have been used. The 
method proposed in  t h is  th e s is  can take care of any number o f  re­
f le c t io n s ,  but, fo r  the sake o f  b r e v ity , the formulas presented in  
Appendix VI and the corresponding Fortran program d eta iled  in  
Appendix VII consider a maximum o f seven la y er s . Whenever necessary,
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the formulas for more la y ers can be e a s ily  obtained from the general 
expressions presented for  the N-layer case.
T 1029
ACCURACY OF THE METHOD
The accuracy o f the method proposed in  t h is  th e s is  was evaluated
fo r  a th ree-layer  model. The parameters V = 5000 f t / s e c ,
1
o o o
V = 6500 f t / s e c ,  b = 0 , b = 1 .8  , b = 3 .6  , H = 1600 f t ,
2 1 2  2 1
H = 600 f t ,  and a drawing sca le  o f 1 cm = 100 f t  were used for the 
2
graphical determination o f  tim e-d istance p lo ts . A pplication o f  the 
method for a recording d istance of 2000 f t  reproduced th e o r ig in a l 
la y ers  and determined the corresponding speeds, w ithin 1 percent.




The most important conclusion i s  th at the proposed in terp reta tion  
method permits the ca lcu la tio n  o f in ter v a l speeds sim ultaneously with 
la y e r s , in ter fa c e s , ray-paths, and r e f le c t in g  p o in ts . B esides per­
m itting  proper p o sitio n in g  of r e f le c t in g  in ter fa ces  a t  depth, the 
determ ination o f in ter v a l speeds may give information on l ith o lo g y ,  
p o ro sity , and f lu id  content o f traversed la y er s . Hence, the pro­
posed seism ic in terp reta tion  method provides information correlatab le  





The proposed in terp reta tion  method should be used in  conjunction  
with current methods* I f  interchange of inform ation i s  estab lish ed  
among a l l  methods, the r e l ia b i l i t y  o f the f in a l r e su lts  i s  increased*
5U
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APPENDIX I  -  EXPRESSION OF TOTAL REFLECTION TIME
The m aterial o f  th is  sec tio n  i s  an adaptation o f  "M ultilayer 
R efraction  Times for Dipping Beds", by Professor  
John C. H o llis te r  (Lecture Notes, 1961),
The fo llow ing r e la tio n s  are observed in  f i g .  3:
h cos a h cos a
t  .  lu  ( l ,4 )u _  t  ,  Id (l.fr)d
lu  V Id V
1 1
h cos a 
t  -  2u (2.i»)u
2u~ V
h cos a 
t  _ 2d (2 .4 )d
2d ~ V
h cos a 
t  _ 3u (3.fr)u
3 u “ V
h cos a 





A    B
Figure 3 — Expression o f  t o ta l  r e f le c t io n  tim e.
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t  X cos b cos (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) s in  a
X4 -  _ 2 3 2__________ h 3 (3«4)RP
V
3
T = t + t + t * t  + t  + t  + t
4P lu 2u 3u X4 Id 2d 3d
Eh cos a V * hl u  ( I .N ) u  . )  JV l — t cos a Id (i.N )d4P L—i V £—j  V1=1 I 1=1 I
1=3
X sin  a | |
. (3.4)RP cos (b -  b )
V I I  1+1 I
3 1=1
In general:
N - l  N - l
Zh cos a V 1 h cos alu  _ (I .N ju  + )  _Id________ (I,N )dv  L - j  vi= i  i  i= i  i
N-l
X s in  a *1
(N-l.N)HPl I cos (b
v  I I




where a i s  the angle o f  r e f le c t io n  at the top o f the N-layer
(N-1,N)RP
for recording in  the p o s it iv e  d ir e c t io n . The angle a i s
(N-1,N)RP
always p o s it iv e . An e f fo r t  w ill  now be made to  express the tra v e l
time to rece iv ers  down dip from the source in  terms o f bed th ick n esses,
h , beneath the source and the d istan ce from the source to  the re -  
Id
c e iv er s , X. The follow ing re la tio n sh ip s  are used:
h = h + X s in  b 
lu  Id 2
h s  h X cos b s in  (b -  
2u 2d 2 3
h = h + X cos b cos (b -  
3u 3d 2 3
h = h + X s in  (b -  b ) 
lu  Id I+ l I
where
b = 0 when L §  1 • 
L
The general end-to-ond time equation for  an N-layer system can 
be w ritten  as:
b ) 
2
b ) s in  (b -  b ) or in  general 
2 U 3
L=I-1
n cos (b “ b ) ,L+l LL=0
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h cos a h cos a






h cos a h cos a




• I - cos a Id (I.N )d
1=1
X s in  a
I=N-1
(N-l.N)RP cos (b




Up-dip or down-dip tim es can now be chosen to  p a rticu la r ize  the 
equation.
To find  the equation for a travel-tim e curve to  the N-layer re­
cording down-dip, one must reduce a l l  h ! s to  h *8,
u d
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In the general expression re la tin g  h to  h , l e t  I be equal to
lu  Id
N-3, N-2, and N -l; the r e su lt  i s
L=N-4
h -  h + X s in  (b -  b )[ I cos (b -  b )
(N-3)u (N-3)d N-2 N-3 I I L+l L
L=0
i v = h + x s *n 0>
(N-2'u (N-2)d N -l
L=N-3








h = h + X s in  (b -  b ) I I  cos (b -  b )
(N -l)u  (N -l)d  N N -l I I L+l L
L=0
S u b stitu tin g  th ese , the expression fo r  T becomes:
N
cos a |
T = (h -o- X s in  b ) ( l.N )u  [h + X cos b s in  (b — b )







h + X s in  (b -  b
(N-3)d N-2 N >TT[-3 * I cos (
L=0
cos a




h ♦ X s in  (b -  b ) I I cos





















cos (b -  b 
1+1 I









Rearranging the terms, T becomes:
Nd
N-l
EhId (cos a +  cos a )V (I,N )d (I,N )u1=1 I
[s in  b cos a cos b s in  (b -  b ) cos a2 (l.N )u  2 3 2_______ (2.N)u .V V *
1 2
L=N-4U,T^  cos (b -  b ) j  s in  (b -  b ) cos a 




I ' * cos (b -  b ) 
W> L+l L
sin  (b -  b ) cos a










( N - l . N ) R P
T T




Now, a = a , where R stands fo r  rece iv er . For
(N-1,N)RP (N -l,N )u
down-dip recording, R i s  equivalent to  u;
N-2 N-2
cos (b -  b ) = *| T cos (b -  b ) because b = 0 fo r  I § 1 ,  
1+1 I I I  1+1 I I
1=1 1=0
TT
The la s t  two fa cto rs  of the term m ultip lied  by X in  the expression  
abcwe can be combined as
N-2
T T






s in  (b -  b ) cos a + s in  a
N N-l (N -l,N )u (N -l,N )u




TT1 cos (b -  b )
L=Q_______ L+l L s in  ( a + (b -  b ) )
V (N -l,N )u N N-l
N -l
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A farm o f S n ell* s law i s
s in  a V
  ________ (N-2,N)u_______  N-2
s in  | a + (b -  b )] ~ V
I (N -l,N )u N N -l I N -l
or
s in  fa  + (b -  b ) I s in  a




/  T T  \  s in  I a + (b -  b ) ]
cos (b -  b ) 1 (N -l.N )u N N -l '
I I I  L+l L I V
L=0 N-l
N-2
■n s in  acos (b -  b ) ]  (N-2.N)uL+l L j  V 
IP O  N-2
The c o e f f ic ie n t  o f X in  the expression o f  T thus becomes
Nd




I I I cos (b 
1 L=0 L+l
b ) I s in  (b -  b ) cos a.
L 1_______N-2 N-3_______ (N-3.N)u
N-3
1 I I cos (b -  b ) I s in  (b -  b ) cos a




I I I cos (b -  b ) I cos (b -  b ) s in  a 
L=0________ L+l L ' _______N -l N-2 (N-2.N)u
V
N-2
The la s t  two factors can be combined as:
L=N-3n
L=0
cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L
N-2
cos (b -  b ) s in  a
N -l N-2 (N-2,N)u
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos a





I I cos (b -  b )
L=0___________ L+l L s in  (a  + (b -  b ) )  e
V (N-2,N)u N -l N-2
N-2
Another form of S n ell* s  law i s
s in  [a  + (b -  b )] s in  a
1 (N-2.N)u N -l N-2 1 _ CN-3.N)u
V V
N-2 N-3
and the c o e f f ic ie n t  o f  X in  the expression o f T becomes
Nd
[
s in  b cos a cos b s in  (b -  b ) cos a




cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L
sin  (b -  b ) cos a





I I I cos (b -  b )
IPO L+l L
cos (b -  b ) s in  a
N-2 N-3 (N-3,N)u
N-3
The la s t  two terms can be combined by a process sim ilar  to  the  
one already used tw ice; the cycle  of su b stitu tio n s and reductions 
dim inishes by 1 the number o f  terms m u ltip lied  by X each time i t  i s  
applied . A fter the terms m u ltip lied  by X are reduced to 1 , the ex­
pression becomes
X sin  (a  + b )  .
V ( l,N )u  2
1
Hence, the expression o f T , page 62, can be w ritten  as
Nd
N-l
EhId (cos a «■ cos a )  „V (I,N )d (I,N )u1 1=1 I
To find  the equation fo r  th e travel-tim e curve of r e f le c t io n
from layer N, when the recording i s  up-dip, one must reduce a l l  h ’ s
d
to  h *8,
u




h = h + X s in  (b -  b  ) cos (b -  b  ) ,
Id Iu 1+1 I I I L+l L
L=0
b  = 0 when L ~  1 . 
L
Note th at now X i s  n eg a tiv e , because i t  i s  measured in  the
negative d irectio n  ( f i g ,  3 ) ,  and a now i s  a lso  n egative .
(N-1,N)R





Eh cos a V 1 h cos aIu ( l ,N ) u + )  Id (I.N )d  V l— » V1=1 I 1=1 I
I=N-1
X s in  a 1  T
(N-1,N)R c o s  ( b  -  b  ) ,
V I I  1+1 I
N -l 1=1
where both X and s in  a are now n egative ,
(N-1,N)R
The same development used fo r  T can be repeated for T , with
Nd Nu
the d ifferen ce  th at u i s  replaced by d , and v ice-v ersa ; th erefore ,




EhIu (cos a ♦ cos a )V (I,N )u  (I,N )d1 1=1 I
Keeping in  mind the s ig i  conventions, the expressions o f T
Nd
and T can be put in  a s in g le  form, namely:
Nu
N -l
V 1 HT „ X s in  (a + b ) + \  I  (cos a cos a )
N “ V (1,N)R 2 Z—» V (I,N )S  (I,N)R
1 1=1 I
Here R stands fo r  branch of the rece iv er , S represents the branch o f  
the source, and H's mean perpendicular th ick n esses s ta rtin g  a t the
source. The la s t  expression o f T i s  the one used in  th is  work.
N
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APPENDIX II  -  EXPRESSION OF REFLECTION RECORDING DISTANCE
In th is  appendix an expression for the recording d ista n ce , X,
in  terms o f model parameters and angles o f incidence, r e f le c t io n ,
and refra ctio n  i s  developed. On page 27, i t  i s  shown th at such an
equation i s  the fourth equation o f  the system o f equations solved
in  Appendixes I I I  and IV. To derive the expression o f X, l e t  A
be the source and l e t  B be the receiver  fo r  an example involv ing
four la y ers  (see  f ig .  4 ) .  Consider the segnents o f  a l in e  measured
along the in ter fa ces  from the in tersec tio n  with the s tr in g  o f
perpendiculars, h ' s ,  th at begins a t A. These segments, the Pf s
d
o f f i g .  4 , are p o s it iv e  i f  they are measured toward the r ig h t and
are negative i f  they  are measured toward the l e f t .  Therefore, for
recording in  the p o s it iv e  d ir e c tio n , P , P , P ,
( l ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d  (3 ,4 )d
P , P , and P are a l l  p o s it iv e .
( l ,4 ) u  (2 ,4 )u  (3 ,4 )u




A   B




1 . E stab lish  the expressions of P *s and P ' s  as functions o f
u d
h ! s ,  h fs ,  b f s ,  a f s ,  and a ' s  fo r  four layers;  
u d u d
2, Generalize for N la y ers the expressions o f P *s and o f P fs
u d
obtained for four layers;




4 . Form P + P ;
(N - l ,N )d  (N - l ,N )u
5. Project X on the in ter fa ce  N;
6. Equate the r e su lts  o f parts 4 and 55
7# Solve the equations obtained in  part 6 fo r  X;
Compare the expressions o f X a s  functions o f h *s only and o f
d
h ' s only; and conclude that the two expressions are a c tu a lly  
u
the same when both the h 's  and the h * s are replaced by P^s.
d u
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The previous procedure i s  d eta iled  next.
Study of f ig .  4 shows that when the sign conventions are 
observed the follow ing geom etric, trigonom etric, and a lgebraic re­
la t io n s  are va lid :
1 7 1  = h
Id
P = 1 ,3  = h tan ( -  a )
( l ,4 ) d  Id ( l ,4 )d
1 ,4  = h 
2d
A  x o
4 .1 .3  = ( b  -  b  )  +  90 
3 2
A / \4 ,1 ,7  = ( -  a )  
(2 ,4 )d  
7 .1 .3  = ( b  -  b  ) ♦  90° -  ( -  a ) = 9 0 ° -  f  ( -  a )  -  ( b  -  b  )1
3 2 (2 ,4 )d  L (2 ,4 )d  3 2 J
    A
7 ,5  = 3]3 = P s in  (7 ,1 ,3 )
( l ,4 ) d
;P s in  
( l ,4 ) d
1̂ 90 -  [  (  -  a )  -  (b -  b ) ]1
L L (2 ,4 )d  3 2 J
= P cos | " ( - a  )  _ (b -  b )1
( l ,4 ) d  L (2 ,4 )d  3 2
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4 ,7  = h s in  ( -  a )
2d (2 ,4 )d
4 ,5  = 4 ,7  + 7 ,5  =h s in  ( - a  ) + P cos [ ( - a  )
2d (2 ,4 )d  ( l ,4 ) d  L (2 ,4 )d
(b -  b ) ]
3 2 J
P = 4 ,6  = 4 .5  _h tan (  -  a )
(2 ,4 )d  cos (  -  a J  2d (2 ,4 )d
(2 ,4 )d
P cos [*( -  a ) “ (b - b ) l
t d.4)d____  j& jjd _____ 3 ..j j :
cos ( -  a )
(2 ,4 )d




8 ,4 ,6  = (b — b ) -fl* 90
4 3
A , *8 ,4 ,1 0  = ( -  a )
(3 ,4 )d
10, A4 ,6  = (b -  b ) + 90 -  (  -  a ) = 90 -  [ (  -  a )  -  (b -  b )1
4 3 (3 ,4 )d  L (3 ,4 )d  4 3 J
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10 ,9  = 6J6 = P s in  1 0 ,4 ,6  = P sin  [*90 -  ( -  a ) -  (b -  b )
(2 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d  L (3 ,4 )d  4 3
= P cos ( - a  )  -  (b -  b )
(2 ,4 )d  L (3 ,4 )d  4 3
8 ,1 0  s  h s in  ( -  a ) 
3d (3 ,4 )d
$ ,9  = 8 ,10  + 10 ,9  = h s in  ( -  a ) + P
3d (3 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d
a cos ( - a  )  -  (b -  b )
L (3 ,4 )d  4 3
P _ 8 .9  -  h tan ( -  a )
(3 ,4 )d  ~ cos f -  a J* " 3d (3 ,4 )d
(3 ,4 )d
P cos F( -  a ) -  (b -  b
+ (2 .4 )d  L (3 .4 )d  4 3
cos (  -  a j
& , k ) &
I f  the expressions of P , P , and P are compared
(3 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d  ( l ,4 ) d
and i f  more layers are involved in  the r e f le c t io n , the same development 
from one layer to  the next could be repeatedly used. The conclusion i s
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th at a l l  P ' s s a t is fy  the general expression: 
d
P cos [ ( - a  ) -  (b “ b ) 1
P = h tan ( - a  ) (K-l.N)d L (K.N)d K+l K J
(K,N)d Kd (K,N)d cos (  -  a J
(K,N)d
where P = 0  and K varies from 1 to  N -  1 for a r e f le c t io n  on top
(0,N)d
of layer N.
For the branch of the ray-path between W and B (see  f i g .  4 ) ,  a 
sim ilar development to  the one ju s t  presented i s
B , l l  = h
lu
P = 11,13 = h tan a




14,11 ,13  = 9 0  -  (b -  b )
3 2
A
14,11 ,17  = a
(2,4)u
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A o o -  ..
17 ,11 ,13  = 90 -  (b -  b ) -  a = 90 -  a + (b -  b )
3 2 (2 ,4 )u  L (2 ,4 )u  3 2 J
( 2 , U ) u
  _____________  a r o .
17,15 = 1 3 j n  =  P Sin 17 ,11,13 = P s in  90 -  | a
( l ,4 ) u  ( l ,4 )u  L L , ,
']]
+ (b -  b )
3 2
= P cos [*a + (b -  b )1
( l ,4 ) u  L ( l ,4 ) u  3 2 J
14,17 = h s in  a
2u (2 ,4 )u
14,15 = 14,17 + 17,15 -  h s in  a + P
2u (2 ,4 )u  ( l ,4 ) u
• cos [a  + (b -  b )
L (2 ,4 )u  3 2 J
P -s 14,16 -  14.15 _ h tan a
(2 ,4 )u  cos a 2u (2 ,4 )u
(2,4)u
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P cos [a + (b -  b ) 1
+  1 (2 .4 )n _____ 2____ 2_L
cos a
(2 ,4 )u




18 ,14 ,16  = 90 -  (b -  b )
4 3
A Q 0 -  -j
20 ,14 ,16  = 90 - ( b  -  b ) -  a = 9 0  -  a + (b -  b )
4 3 (3 ,4 )u  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3
2o7l9 = l5T l5 = P s in  20 ,14 ,16  =P s in  [ 9 0 ° - fa  + (b -  b )1
(2 ,4 )u  (2 ,4 )u  I  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3 J
= P cos Ta + (b -  b ) I
(2 ,4 )u  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3
18,20 = h s in  a
3u (3 ,4 )u
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15719 =  I f f , 20 ♦  2 0 ,1 9  =  h s in  a  ♦  P cos f  a ♦  (b  -  b )1
3u ( 3 ,4 ) u  (2 ,4 ) u  L ( 3 ,4 ) u  4 3 J
P cos f a  ♦  (b  -  b )1
P W T 19  _ h t a n a  . ( 2 .4 ) u  L ( 3 .4 ) u  4  3 J
( 3 ,4 ) u ~  cos a “  3u ( 3 ,4 ) u  cos a
(3 ,4 ) u  (3 ,4 ) u
By th e  same reason ing  used f o r  th e  P ' s , th e  g en era l exp ress io n
d
f o r  th e  P ' s is  
u
P cos [*a ♦  (b  -  b ) 1
P s  h ta n  a (K - l .N )u  L (K .N )u  K + l K J
(K ,N )u  Ku (K ,N )u  cos a
(K ,N )u
where P = 0  and K v a r ie s  from 1 to  N - l  f o r  a r e f le c t io n  on to p
(0 ,N )u
o f  la y e r  Nf,
The n e x t step  is  to  m an ip u la te  th e  g e n era l expression  o f  P
(K ,N )d
to  o b ta in  P as a fu n c tio n  o f th e  h ' s ,  the  b ' s ,  and th e  a ’ s .
(N - l ,N )d  d d
For K = N - l ,  th e  expression  o f  P becomes
(K ,N )d
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P = h ta n  ( -  a )
(N - l ,N )d  ( N - l ) d  (N - l ,N )d
P cos f ( a  )  -  (b  -  b )1
+  (N -2 .N )d  L (N - l .M )d  N N - l  J
cog ^ - a J
(N - l ,N )d
For K = N -2 , th e  e xp ress io n  o f  P becomes
(K ,N )d
P =  h ta n  ( -  a )
(N -2 ,N )d  (N -2 )d  (N -2 ,N )d
[ ( - » ,  , )  ~ <b “ b ) ]  
*■ 0 .N)d “ ’ ” °
(N -2 ,N )d ;
P cos I v “* a
+ (N -3 .N )d  L (N -2.N )d~ N - l  N-2—  ^ _  a  J
S u b s titu t in g  t h is  in  th e  expression  o f  P , th e  r e s u lt  is
(N - l ,N )d
P = h ta n  ( -  a )  +
( N - l ,N ) d  ( N - l ) d  (N - l ,N )d
h ta n  ( -  a  )
. (N -2 )d  (N -2 ,N )d
P cos f ( ~ a  ) - ( b  - b  )1
(N -3 .N )d  L (N -2 .N )d  N - l  N -2 J
cos ( -  a )










cos f (  -  a ) -  (b -  b )1
L (N -l N)d N N-l J 
cos ( -  a )
(N -l,N )d
tan ( -  a ) + h tan ( -  a )
(N -l)d  (N~l,N)d (N-2)d (N-2,N)d
[ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )1
L (N-I.N)d N N -l
(N -l,N )d
cos
cos I -  a
;=n- i
[ (  -  a ) -  (b -  b ) ]
L (K.W)d K+l v  J




N-3, the expression of P becomes
(K,N)d
i tan ( -  a )
(N-3)d (N-3,N)d
P cos [*( -  a )  -  (b -  b )1
(N-4.N)d L (N-3.N)d N-2 N-3
cos ( -  a )
(N-3,N)d
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S u b stitu tin g  the above in the la s t  expression o f P , the
(N -l,N)d
r esu lt  is
P = h tan ( -  a ) + h tan ( ~ a )
(N -l,N )d (N -l)d  (N-l,N)d (N-2)d (N-2,N)d
cos F ( -  a ) -  (b -  b ) 1
L (N -l J ) d  N N -l J
cos  ̂ -  a J
(N -l,N)d
K=N-1
x T T  cos [ ( - a ) - (b -  b >]+ h tan ( -  a ) . (K.N)d K+l K J
(N-3)d (N-3,N)d ' I ' cos (  -  a J
K=N-2 (K,N)d
K=N-1
cosn  [ (  -  a )  -  (b -  b )1L (K.M)d K+l K J cos ( -  a )K=N-3 (K,N)d
The su b stitu tio n s could go on with the expansion of P and
(N-4,N)d
subsequently o f P , . . .  P , by using the same general
(N-5,N)d (l,N )d
procedure outlined  above. Hence, an expression of P i s
(N -l,N )d
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P = h tan ( -  a )
(N -l,N )d (N -l)d  (N -l,N)d
cos [*( -  a ) -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( -  a ) L (N-l.N)d N N - l  J
(N-2)d (N-2,N)d cos ( -  a : J
(N -l,N )d
K=N-1
+ h tan ( -  a ) |  [ cos [ " ( - a  ) ” (b -  b )*|
( N -3 ) d (N -3 ,N )d  L (K.N)d K>1 K J
cos ( -  a ]T
K=N-2 (K,N)d
K=N-1
cos [ (  -  a ) -  (b -  b ) ]
+ h tan ( -  a ) L ' ( K . t t ) d  K+l K
(N-J)d (N-J,N)d I I cos ( -  a J
K=N-J+1 (K,N)d
K=N-1
x T T  cos f (  -  a ) - ( b  -  b ) ]
+ h tan ( -  a ) L (K.N)d K+l K J
2d (2,N)d I I cos ( -  a ' T
K=3 (K,N)d
K=N-1
T T  0 0 8  [ (  ’  a  x ) ~ ( b  “  b  >1h tan ( -  a ) L (K.N)d K+l K J
Id (l,N )d  I I cos ( -  a J
K=2 (K,N)d
The condition for ap p lica tion  of the general term o f the above ex-
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pression  i s  J N-l .
For recording in  the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n , the expression o f
P i s  prepared for  app lica tion ; but the expression o f  P ,
(N -l,N )d  (N -l,N )u
to  be obtained next, must be further transformed by replacing the
h f s with functions o f  h f s ,  X, and b 's .  By a procedure sim ilar  to  
u d
the one used for the expansion o f P , P can be ex-
(N -l,N )d (N -l,N )u
pressed as:
P = h tan a
(N -l,N )u (N -l)u  (N -l,N )u
[a  + (b -  b )]
L (N -l.N )u N N-l J
cos
+ h tan a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(N-2)u (N -l,N )u cos a
(N -l,N )u
K=N-1
cos I an [*  + (b -  b )*|1 (K.N)u K+l K J cos aK=N-2 (K,N)u
K=N-1
cos | an F  + (b -  b )1L (K.N)u K+l K J cos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)u
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cos a ♦ (b -  b )
1 (K.N)u K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)u
+ h tan a




cos l a  + (b -  b
L (K.N)u K+l K>]
cos a
(K,N)u
The condition for  ap p lication  o f  the general terra o f the above 
expression i s  J =  N -l.
The expression re la tin g  h and h , page 58, i s
lu  Id
L=I-1
h = h + X s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b )
lu Id 1+1 I I I  L+l L
L=0
Here I  v a r ies  from 1 to  N -l; b = 0 for L ~  1,
L
In the re la tio n  g iv in g  P , the su b stitu tio n  o f h *s by
(N -l,N )u u




P s  I h + X s in  (b
-  >nN -l I I cos (b -  b ) I tan a (N -l,N )u \ (N -l)d  N I  L+l L /  (N -l,N)u
L=0
L=N-3
+ |h  + X s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) |ta n  a
(N-2)d N -l N-2 I I  L+l L /  (N-2,N)u
L=0
cos a + (b -  b )




+ 1 h + X s in  (b -  b ) I I  cos (b -  b ) I tan a




cos j a  + (b — b ) I





(N-J)d ♦ X s in  (b -  b 
N-J+l J U
cos (b -  b ) 






n cos a + (b -  b ) IL (K>N)u K+l K J cos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)u
h + X sin  (b 
2d 3





■TT cos a + (bL (K.N)u K+l K>]cos a
K=3 (K,W)u
K=N-1
h + X sin  b I tan a 
Id 2 / ( 1 ,N)u I l
cos [a  + (b
L (K.N)u K+l K>]
cos a
K=2 (K,N)u
This expression can be rearranged in order to  separate X. A 
form th at r e su lts  i s
P = h tan a
(N -l,N )u (N -l)d  (N -l,N )u
cos a + (b -  b
+ h tan a L (M-l.N)u N . N -l











+ h tan 
2d
+ h tan  
Id
♦ X s in
cos £ a + (b -  b ) J
KSN-l
tan a 1 (K.N)u * K+l K
(N-3,N)u I I cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)u
K=N-1




cos Ta + (b -  b ) 1
(K.N)ii K+l K J
(2,N)  cos a
K=3 (K,M)u
K=N-1
cosn  F a + (b -  b ) ]L (K.N)xt K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,N)u
L=N-2





















cos ["a + (b -
















n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.N)u K+l K J cos aK=N-2 (K,N)u






b ) tan a
(N-J,N)u
K=N-1 r •.
n cos a + (b -  b ) L (K.M)u k+i  k jcos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)u
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K=N-1
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a
3 2 2 (2 n cos Ta + (b -  b ) |L (K.N)u K+l K Jcos aK=3 (K,N)u
K=N-1
+ s in  b tan a
2 (1 ,H)u l f cos a + (b -  bL (K.N)u K»1 K>iicos a
K=2 (K,N)u
From f ig .  4 , i t  is  seen th at the re la tio n  connecting P
(N -l,N )d




(N -l,N )d (K
= x TT
- l,N )u  I I
cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L
L=0
where b = 0 for  1 =  1 . 
I
Replacing P and P by th e ir  expressions and
(N -l,N )d (N -l,N )u
so lv in g  for X, the r e s u lt  i s
X = i tan a tan ( -  a )








r cos [ a  + (b -  b )l
tan a L (W-l.N)u H W-l ,tan ( -  a )
L (N-2,M)u cos a (K-2,N)d
(N -l,N )u
[ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b ) ]
L (M-l.N)d N H -l J
cos (  -  a )
(N -M M 7
K=N-1
[ 1  r  cos I a + (b -  b )
tan a L (K.N)u K+l K J
(N-3,N)u I I cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)u
K=N-1
L(N-3,N)d' n cos (" ( -  a )  -  (b -  b ) ]  .  L (K.N)d K+l K 1 cos ( - a  SK=N-2 (K,N)d J
K=N-1
[ “] r  cos f a  + ( b  - b ) ltan a L (K.N)u K+l K J(N-J,N)u I I cos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)u
K=N-1
I I cos [( -  a )  -  (b -  b )]
+ tan ( -  a ) L (K.N)d K+l K J
(N-J,N)d I I cos ( -  a J
K=N-J+1 (K,W)d
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cos af*  + (b -  b )]




n cos [  (  -  a )  -  (b -  b ) ]& T -  11(K,N)d J
h tan a
Id L ( l,N )u
K=N-1
cos (a ) + (b -  b ) I
L (K.W)u K+l K tan ( - a  )






cos f ( - a  ) — (b -  b ) * ] - ,”
L (K.N)d K+l K J 




cos (b -  b ) -  
L+l L
L=N-2
sin  (b -  b )| I I cos (b -  b ) 






+ s in  (b -  b )| cos (b b ) |ta n  a
N -l N-2 \  I I L+l L j  (N-2,N)u
L=0
cos fa  + (b -  b ) ]
L (N -l.N )u N N-l J
cos a
(N -l,N)u






cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L I (N-3,N)u
K=N-1n cos I a[  + (b -  b )1L (K.N)u K+l K Jcos a
K=N-2 (K,N)u
=N-J-1
+ s in  (b -  b
N-J+l N-J
cos (b -  b ) tan a
L+l L I (N-J,N)u
K=N-1
TT cos l a  + (b -  b ) IL (K.N)u K+l K Jcos a
K=N-J+1 (K,H)u
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+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a




cos a ♦ ‘ (b -  b
L (K.N)u K+l K>]
cos a
(K,N)u




cos la  4* (b -  b
L (K,N)u K+l K>h
cos a
(K,N)u
The conditions for ap p lica tio n  o f th is  expression are recording 
in  the p o s it iv e  d irection ;
J §  N -l,
and b = 0 for 1 = 1 .
I
Considering now recording in  the negative d irec tio n , l e t  B be
the source and l e t  A be th e rece iver  (see f ig .  4 ) .  The segments X,
P , and P are negative by the d istan ce sign  con-
(N -l,N )u  (N -l,N )d
ven tion . Therefore,
P s  -  h tan a
( l ,2 ) u  lu  ( l,N )u
and, in  general:
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P cos r a + (b -  b )1
P = -  h tan a (K -l.N )u L (K.N)u K+l K J
(K,N)u Ku (K,N)u cos a 5
(K,N)u
where P = 0  and K v a r ies  from 1 to  N -l. 
(0,N)
This expression d if f e r s  from the expression o f  P , for  re -
(K,N)u
cording in the p o s it iv e  d irec tio n  in th at a minus sign appears
before h . Consequently, the expansion o f P can be carried
Ku (N -l,N )u
out as b efore, that i s
P = -  h tan a
(N -l,N )u (N -l)u  (N -l,N )u
h tan a *■ (N -l.N )
(N-2)u (N-2,N)u cos a
cos la  + (b -  b )
L u N N-l J
K=N-1
h t e n  a L (K.N)u K+l K
(N-3)u (N-3,N)u I I  cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)u
(N -l,N )u
cos ["a + (b -  b )1
L t v  v a t  v  J
K=N-1
cos a[ a  + (b -  b )1
-  h t a n a  L (K.N)u K+l K
(N-J)u (N-J,N)u I I  cos a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)u
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-  h tan a
lu  (l,N )u
K=N-1n
K=2




As sta ted  before, the condition for  ap p lica tion  o f  the general
term i s  J N-l* The h f s make up the str in g  of perpendiculars
u
to  the in ter fa ces  th at s ta r ts  a t the source.
The expression o f P for negative d istan ce recording i s
(N -l,N )d
obtained from the expression o f P for p o s it iv e  d istan ce re-
(N -l,N )d
cording by introduction o f a minus sign before each h . The re la tio n
d
that r e su lts  i s
P = -  h tan ( -  a )
(N -l,N )d (N -l)d  (N -l,N )d
cos I -  a -  (b -  b ) I
-  h tan ( -  a )  L (K -l.tfld  W M-l J




cos I -  a1 f  sT-  -  (b -  b ) ]
- h  tan ( -  a )  L (K.H)d K+l K J
(N-3)d (N-3,N)d I I cos ( - a  J
K=N-2 (K,N)d
K=N-1 r .
T T  cos -a  " (b -  b )
- h  tan ( - a  )  L (K.N)d K+l K J
(N-J)d (N-J,N)d I I cos ( - a  J
K=N-J+1 (K,H)d
K=N-1
cos -  af a  -  (b -  b )1
L f v  VWI V J-  h tan ( -  a )  L (K.W)d K+l K
2d (2,N)d I I cos ( - a  J
K=3 (K,N)d
K=N-1 .  -
, T T  cos - a  -  (b -  b )
- h  tan ( - a  ) |  | L (K.N)d K+l K J
Id (l,N )d  I I   cos ( - 'a ---------J------
K=2 (K,N)d
The next step  i s  to replace the h 1s by th e ir  expressions con-
d
ta in in g  h 1 s ,  a*s, and b 's .  The general expression used fo r  th is  
u
transformation i s ,  as w a s  seen in  page 5#,
L=I-1
h = h + X s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) ,
Id Iu 1+1 I I I  L+l L
L=0
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where X c a r r ie s  i t s  own n e g a tiv e  sign«
Hence, th e  expression  o f P becomes:
(N - l ,N )d
L=N-2
P = -  I h +  X s in  (b  -  b ) cos (b -  b )
(N - l ,N ) d  I ( N - l ) u  N N - l  I I L + l L
L=0
ta n  ( - a  )
(N - l ,N )d
L=N-3
h + X s i n ( b  - b  ) cos (b  “  b ) I ta n  ( - a
(N -2 )u  N - l  N-2 I I  L + l L /  (N -2 ,N )d '
L=0
cos f - a  -  (b  -  b ) ]
L (N - l .N )d  N N - l  J 
cos ( - a  )
(N - l ,N )d
L=N-4
h +  X s in  (b  -  b ) cos (b  -  b ) ] ta n  ( -  a )
(N -3 )u  N-2 N-3 I I  L + l L /  (N -3 ,N )d
L=0
K=N-1
n cos f - a  -  (b  -  b )1L (K .N )d  K +l K J K=N-2 cos ( -  a  J(K ,N )d
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L=N-J-1
-  I h + X s in  (b
(N -J )u  N -J + l
- b ) TT
N-J I I
L=0
cos (b -  b ) 
L + l L
K=N-1
ta n  ( - a
(N -J ,N )d>n
K=N-J+1
cos l ~ a -  (b -  b ) 1
L (K .N )d  K +l K J 
cos ( - a  )
(K ,N )d
h + X s in  (b  
2u 3
b ) cos b 
2 2





cos I - a  -  (b  -  b )
L (K .N )d  K + l K J
cos ( - a  )
(K ,N )d
h +  
lu
K -N -l




-  (b  -  b 




The sum o f P and P may be equated to
(N - l ,N )d  (N - l ,N )u
L=N-1
TTX I j cos (b  -  b ) to  o b ta in  an equation  which may be solved fo r  L + l L 
L=0 X to  y ie ld
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[tan a + tan ( -  a )( N - l ,N )u  (N - l ,N )d  J~ h ( N - l ) u  L 
[ cos f a  (b -  b )1tan a L (N - l .N )u  N N - l  J
(N -2 ,N )u  cos a
(N -l^ N )u
cos [ - a  -  (b -  b )]
tan ( - a  )  L (N - l .N )d  N N - l  J
(N -2 ,N )d  cos ( -  a J





c o s  f a  + (b  -  b )1
L (K .N )u  K +l K J 
c o s  a
K=N-2 (K ,N )u
K=N-1
T T  c o s f - a  -  (b -  b )1
ta n  ( - a  )  L (K .N )d  K +l K 1
(N -3 ,N )d  I I c o s  ( -  a  )






[ "I T cos a + (b -  b )tan a L (K .N )u  K +l K J
(N -J ,N )u  I I cos a
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K=N-1
+  ta n  ( -  a
cos I - a  -  (b  -  b )
L  (K .N )d  K + l K J 1
(N -J ,N )d  I I ~  cos ( -  a )
K=N-J+1 (K ,N )d  J
h ta n  a  
2 u  L ( 2 , N ) u
K=N-1n
K=3
cos a +  (b  -  b





ta n  (  - >TT
(2 ,N )d  I I
c o s  - a[  -  (b  -  b ) ]
K=3
(K t N)d K +l K _ J  ]
cos ( - a  1





( l ,N ) u  I I
cos a[ a  +  (b  -  b ) ]
(K .N )u  K + l K
cos a
K=2 (K ,N )u
K=N-1
+ ta n  ( -  a >TT
( l ,N ) d  I I
cos - af a  -  (b  -  b ) ]  *1
w (XT Y J
K=2
(K .N )d  K +l K
cos (  -  a )
(K ,M )d
L=N-1
+ TT cos (b  “  b ) +  L + l L
L=0
L=N-2
s in  (b  -  b )[ I I cos (b  -  b ) 
N N - l  \ I I L + l L
L=0
tan  (  -  a  )
(N - l ,N )d
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cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L
tan ( -  a )
(N-2,N)d
cos I-a -  (b -  b ) I
L (N -l.N )d N N -l J 
cos ( - a  )
(N -l,N )d
( W  \+ s in  (b -  b )( I I cos (b -  b ) tan ( - a  )
N-2 N-3 I I I L+l L / (N-3,N)d
L=0
IV—M—J
n (b ■ bj l
K=N-1
cos -  a
1  (K.N)d K+l K
cos ( -  a )
K=N-2 (K,N)d
IPN-J-l
+ s in  (b -  b ] 
N-J+l N-J
L=0
cos (b -  b ) I tan ( -  a )
L+l L I (N-J,N)d
K=N-1
n cos -a[  -  (b -  b ) ] m * .cos ( -  a )
K-N-J+l (K,N)d
K=N-1
+ s in  (b -  b ) c o b  b tan ( — a
3 2 2 (2,N)d K=3
I cos F-a -  (b -  b )1
) l  I L (K.K)d K+l K J
cos (  -  a )
(K,N)d
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♦ sin  b tan ( -  a
2 (l,N )d ► •
/
As sta ted  b efore, the conditions for app lication  o f th is  expression
are
The two expressions o f  X, obtained fo r  recording in the p o s it iv e  
and in  the negative d ire c tio n s , must give the same value for the coin  
cident ray-path—th at i s ,  the ray-path of normal incidence a t  the  
in ter fa ce  where r e f le c t io n s  are being stud ied . In t h is  case a 1 s
are equal to  a *s, hence i t  fo llo w s  from the fa c t  that tangent i s
an odd function of i t s  argument th a t in  both expressions of X the 
numerator i s  zero w hile the denominator remains d iffer en t from zero. 
Therefore, in  both cases X i s  equal to  zero and th is  i s  the expected  
r e su lt  for co incident ray-paths.
For the example i l lu s tr a te d  in f ig .  4 , the angle of incidence a t  
th e r e f le c tin g  in ter fa ce  i s ,  under the sign convention adopted, 
p o s it iv e  for negative values o f X and negative for  p o s it iv e  values





o f X; o f course, as already seen, the normal incidence corresponds to  
X = 0 .
In a l l  previous developments, f i r s t  A i s  the source and the re­
ce iver  i s  located  in the p o s it iv e  d irectio n  and n ext, B i s  the source 
and the receiver i s  loca ted  in the negative d irec tio n .
In the expression o f X, for the f ir s t  case, h *s are the segments
d
o f the str in g  o f  perpendiculars to  the in ter fa ces  s ta r tin g  a t the
source. Thus, l e t  h *s be represented by h 1 s ,  r e sp e c tiv e ly , where
d S
S stands fo r  source.
The a*s are divided in  two categories: a ’ s for  the angles con-
S
nected with the branch o f the ray-path emanating from the source and
reaching the point o f  r e f le c t io n ;  a ' s for the angles connected with
R
th e branch o f the ray-path between the point o f r e f le c t io n  and the
rece iv er . Thus, a 1 s correspond to  a *s and a * s correspond to
d S u




(N -l)S [tan a ♦ tan ( -  a )(N-1,N)R (N-1,N)S J
+ h I tan a
(N-2)S L (N-2,N)R
COS [ a  + (b -  b )]
u (tl-l.N)R K M-l + tan ( -
cos a (K-2,N)S
)
cos | -  a -  (b -  b ) I _
L (W-l.K)S W M-l J 
cos ( - a  )
(M-1,N)S
+ h tan a
K=N-1n cos af a  + (b -  b ) ]t v  VjL.1 V  J(K.N)R K»1 K(N-3,N)R 1 1  cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)R
K=N-1
+ tan ( - a
(N-3,N)S>n
[ 1 T cos f a  + (b ~ btan a L (K.N)R K+l K(N-J,N)R I I  cos a
K=N-2
K=N-1
cos I - a  -  (b -  b ) _
(K.N)S K + l  K J 1







+ tan ( -  a
(N-J,N)S>n
K=N-J+1
cos -  a -  (b -  b
L (K.N)S K»1 K





r T T  cos a + (b -  b )
+ h tan a L (K.N)R K+l K J . tan ( -  a )





cos I -  a -  (b “ b ) | n  
(K.N)S K+l K J I
cos [ -  a 7"
(K,N)S
+ h tan a 
IS L
K=N-1 p n
cos a + (b -  b )
1  (K.N)R K+l K J tan ( -  a )
(1,N)R I I  cos a (1,N)S




cos [ -  a -  (b ~ b ) I “
L (K.N)S K+l K J




♦ ttcos (b -  b ) L+l L
L=0









+ sin (b -  b ) I I I cos (b ~ b ) I tan a
N -l N-2 \ I I L+l L j  (N-2,N)R
L=0
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f a  + (b -  b )1





+ sin  (b -  b ) cos 0> " b ) I tan a
N-2 N-3 I I L+l L j  (N-3,N)R
L=0
K=N-1 _ -i
n coe f  a + (b -  b )L (K.N)R K+l K Jcos aK=N-2 (K,N)R
L=N-J-1
+ s in  (b -  b )| cos (b -  b ) I tan a
N-J+l N-J \  I I L+l L j  (N-J,N)R
L=0
K=N-1n cos f a  + (b -  b )1L (K.N)R K+l K Jcos a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)R
K=N-1
n cos fa  + (b -  b ) ]*- (K,N)R K+l K cos aK=3 (K,N)R
T 1029 108
K=N-1
+ sin  b tan a
2 (1,»)»TTcos a(K.N)R K+l Kcos a
K=2 (k, n)r
When the recording i s  carried out in  the negative d irec tio n ,
a = 0 ;  and the three fo llow ing co rre la tio n s are observed:
(N-1,N)S
h 1 s correlate  to  h *s, a *s correlate  to  a *s, and a * s corre* 
S u S u R
la te  to a ' s ,  Hence, an expression o f X i s  
d
X = -  h I tan a + tan ( -  a )
(N -l)S  L (N-1,N)S (N-1,N)R J
-  h I tan a
( N-2)S L (N-2,N)S
cos fa (b -  b )
L (M-l.N)S N N -l
cos a
(N-1,N)S
f - a  -  (b -  b )1
L (N-l.N)R N N -l J
cos
+ tan ( - a  ) -1» )
(N-2,N)R cos ( -  a J"
(N-1,N)R ]
h I tan a




cos a +  (b -  b )





+ tan ( -  a ) T “T  cos -  a -  (b -  b ) J
(N-3,N)R L (K.N)R K+l K







T "] T cos a + (b -  b )
tan a L (K.N)S K+l K J
,  I I  cos a
K=N-1
n cos [ - a  -  (b -  b )]L (K.N)R K+l K JS o s X - a  J JK=N-J+1 (K,N)R
K=N-1IV-HJ. - “j
[ 1 cos a +  (b -  b )ta n  a  1 (K .« )S  K+l K J  ta n  ( -  a )
(2,N)S I I  cos a (2,N)R
K=3 (K,N)S
K=N-1 r
T T  cos - a  -  (b -  b ) _
L  s a ____L i ]
I I cos ( - a  )
K=3 (K,N)R
K=N-1r *| r  cos f  a + (b -  b )|
h tan a L (K.N)S K+l K . tqn ( - a  )
IS L (1,N)S I I cos a (1,N)R
K=2 (K,N)S









sin  (b “ b ) °os (b -  b )
N N -l \I  I L+l L
L=0
« tan ( - a  )
(N-1,N)R
+ s in  (b -  b ) 
N -l N-2
- T  1




tan ( -  a )
(N-2,N)R
[ - a  - ( b  -  b ) ]
L (N-l.N)R N N -l J 
cos { - a  )
(N-1,N)R
■»■ s in  (b
N-2
/TT \b )( I I cos (b -  b ) tan ( - a  )
N-3 \ * I L+l L /  (N-3,N)R
L=0
K=N-1n cos - aL (K.N)R K+l Kcos ( -  a J
K=N-2 (K,N)R
i p - j - i  .
+ s in  (b -  b )[ | |  cos (b -  b ) I tan ( - a  )




cos - a  -  (b -  b )
L (K.N)R K+l K J




+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan ( - a
3 2 2 (2,N)R>ncos -  a
K=3
[ a  -  (b -  b )]
(K.N)R K+l K J 
cos ( -  a )
(K,N)R
KsN-1
+ sin  b tan ( -  a )
2 (1,N)R I I
K=2
cos I -  a -  (b
L (K.N)R K+l




Comparison of the la s t  two expressions of X, pages 105 and 108, 
shows that they are a c tu a lly  id e n tic a l a fte r  the minus signs are made 
e x p l ic i t .  The form of th e expression of X used in th is  th e s is  i s
= I H tan a
|_ (N -l) L (N -l,
-  tan a 
N)R (N-1,N)S
[ cos l a  + (btan a L (N-l.N)R_______(N-2,N)R cos a
(N-1,N)R
- b  )]  
N N-l J tan a
(N-2,N)S
cos [a  + (b -  b ) ]









n cos fa  + (b -  b ) |  -L (K.N)S K+l K J cos a JK=N-2 (K,N)S
K=N-1 -  ,
f  T T  cos a + (b -  b )
+ H tan a L (K.N)R K+l K J tan a
-4 ) L (N-4,N)R I I  cos a ((N- N-4,N)S
K=N-3 (K,N)R
K=N-1n cos ["a + (b -  b ) 1L (K.H)S K+l K Jcos a
K=N-3 (K,N)S
K=N-1
+ [ T— T cos fa  + (b -  b ) ]tan a L (K.N)R K+l K J tan a(N-J,N)R I I  cos a (N-J,M)S K=N-J+1 (K,N)R
K=N-1
n cos f a  + (b -  b ) ]L (K.N)S K+l K J cos a IK=N-J+1 (K,N)°
K=N-1




cos a + (b * b ) -






n cos la  + (b -  b )1 (K.N)R K+l K J tan a cos aK=2 (K,N)R (l.N )S
K=N-1TT:cos £a + (b(K.W)R K+l Kcos a
K=2 (K,N)R
L=N-1
♦ TTcos (b “ b ) -  L+l L
L=0
L=N-2
sin  (b -  b )I I I cos (b -  b ) 





+ s in  (b -  b ) I I I  cos (b " b ) 




cos [ a  + (b -  b )1





+ s in  (b -  b ) I I I cos (b -  b ) I tan a
N-2 N-3 \ I I L+l L J (N-3,N)R
LPO
K=N-1
TTcos [a  + (b -  b ) 1L (K.N)R K+l K Jc o s  a
K=N-2 (K,N)R
L=N-5
+ s in  (b -  b )
N-3 N-4
L=0
cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L / (N-4,N)R
K=N-1•n cos a[  + (b b )1(K.H)R K+l Kcos a
K=N-3 (K,N)R
L=N-J-1
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) I tan a
N-J+l N-J \ I I L+l L j  (N-J,N)R
L=0
K=N-1
n cos f a  + (b -  b )L (K.N)R K+l K Jcos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)R
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+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a
3 2 2 (2,N)R
K=N-1TT
K=3
cos a + (b -  b




4- s in  b tan a
2 (1 , » „ n
cos l a  + (b b
L (K.H)R K+l K> ] l
cos a
K=2 (K,N)R
Here H's represent the segments of the s tr in g  o f perpendiculars 
to  the in ter fa ces  th at s ta r ts  at the source.
The conditions fo r  ap p lication  o f the above expression are
J =  N -l,
a = 0  for J -§ 0 ,
J,N
and b =  0 for L =  1 . 
L
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APPENDIX III  -  SOLUTION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS (TWO-LAYER)
The system o f four equations in  four unknowns, a , b , H ,
(1,2)RP 2 1
and V , to  be so lved , i s  
1
sin  (a + b )  = V I dT ] ( l )
(1,2)RP 2 1 I dX IXP
sin (a  -  b )  = V r j  dT )  1 (2)
(1,2)RP 2 1LI dX JXNJ
2H
T „ X sin  (a b ) . 1 cos a (3)
2 “ V (1,2)RP 2 V (1,2)RP
1 1
2H tan a
X -   1 (1.2)RP (A)
cos b -  s in  b tan a
2 2 (i,2)R P
A ll expressions, from now on,are referred to  by th e ir  number.
The value of V given by equation 1 i s  
1
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sin  (a + b )
V -  (1.2)RP 2
1 ” /dT \
dX I XP
By replacing V by th is  va lu e, equations 2 and 3 are changed to  
1
s in  (a + b )
s in  (a - b ) =  O a2jRP_2_ I" J  dT ] ]  (5)
(1,2)RP 2 FdfT L 1 dX I XNJ
I dX / XP
and
2H
T „ _________ X__________  s in  (a + b )   1_____
2 ~ s in  (a + b )  (1,2)RP 2 s in  (a + b J
(1.2)RP 2 (1.2)HP 2
/dT \ T d f]





T = X [dT] + 2H I dT \ (1.2)RP . (6)
dX/XP 1 IdX/XP s in  (a «f b )
(1,2)RP 2










S u b stitu tin g  th is  expression o f H in  equation 6 , the r e su lt  i s
1
X |dT\ + 2 
IdX/XP
X (cos b -  s in  b tan a )
________ 2________ 2 (1.2)RP If cm
2 tan a IdX/XP
(1,2)RP
cos a
s in  (a +• b )
(1,2)RP 2
(cos b -  s in  b tan a )  cos a
dT) I 1 +_______ 2________ 2______ (1.2)BP_________ (1.2)BP




a s in  (a + b ) + (cos b -  s in  b tan a ) cos a
(1,2)RP (1.2)RP 2__________ 2 2 (1.2)RP (1.2)RP





tan a s in  a cos b + sin  b cos a
(1.2)RP (1,2)RP 2 2 ___ ft,2)BP
tan a s in ^ a  + b )
]
(1,2)RP (1,2)RP
cos b cos a -  s in  b s in  a
2 (1.2)RP 2 ___(1.2)RP








 U .2)B P
cos a I cos b + s in  b s in  a
(1 ,2)R P ' 2 2 ( 1 .2 )RP
tan a s in  (a + b )
(1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2
cos b cos a -  s in  b sin  a
2 (1.2)RP 2 (1.2)RP
tan a s in  [a. + b )
(1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2
= X fdT) J
IdX/XP 1
s in  a cos b + cos b cos a
(1.2)RP 2________ 2 (1.2)RP
cos a
_____________________ (1.2)RP







T = X [dT] ________________  2 (7)
2 I dX/XP s in  a s in  (a + b )
(1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2
Further manipulation o f equation 7 g ives
T sin  a (s in  a cos b + s in  b cos a )
2 (1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2 2 (l,2)R P
s  X [dT] cos b , or 
IdX/XP 2
2
T 8in  a cos b ♦ T s in  a cos a s in  b
2 (1,2)RP 2 2 (1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2
(— ]
IdXfi
= X I dT j cos b 
/XP 2
and
r 2s in  b (T s in  a cos a ) = cos b X [dT] -  T s in  a





> X [dT] -  T s in  a
2  = tan b = IdX/XP 2_______ (1.2)RP
2 ” T s in  a cos a
2 (1,2)RP (1,2)RP
The fo llow in g  re la tio n s  are derived from equation 5:
s in  a cos b -  s in  b cos a
(1,2)RP 2 2 (1,2)RP
[ - [« )  ] _ L ldX/XNJ
dT\
dX/XP
( sin  a cos b sin  b cos
(1,2)RP 2 2
or
cos b s in  a
2 I (1,2)RP
= s in  b cos a
(1,2)RP












s in  b
2 -  tan b = 
cos b 2



















Equating the expressions o f  tan b given by equations 8 and 9 ,
2
one obtains
X [dT ] .  T s in  a
IdX/XP 2_______ (1.2)RP





dT] .  f .  [dT] 1 
dX/XP L IdX /XNJ
+ r -dX/XP L ISH
2 2 j  [dT] _ f  _ [dT] 1 \
X [dT] _ T sin  a = s in  a T [ IdXlXP I IdXfXNJ
IdX/XP 2 (1,2)RP (1,2)RP 2 I [dT] . f  [dT] 1
\ IdX/XP L I dX /XNJ
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Therefore,

























2 s in  a 
  ____  (1.2)HP
/— I i
IdXjXP L IdX IXNJ
Consequently,
2
s in  a _ X
(1,2)RP " 2T
and f in a l ly
s in  a
(1,2)RP




isuja = sin  1 \ /_X_I |dTl  A T-  I^Tl "|| . (11)(1,2)RP
This l a s t  expression g ives a for  j dT \ 0
(1,2)RP I dX/XP







[<!2] -  [ -  [dT] 1
idXIXP I IdXlXNJ
[dT] + f -  [dT] 1 I d x /x p  L I dx JxnJ
Hence,
IS) * 0 (12)
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and f in a l ly ,
-1
b = tan i 
2 5
^ b x p - H D j ]
IV IIL *[- II) J ] 2T -  xjJdTj + r.f<JT) ] \  2  | IdX/XP L IdXiXNjj 1' J
for
i i *° (13)




cos b -  s in  b 
2 2
s in  a
U . 2 )RP \
cos a
2 s in  a
U . 2 )RP
cos a
(1,2)RP
( 1 . 2 )RP
or
X (cos b cos a -  s in  b s in  a )
H _________ 2 (l.2)R P________ 2 (I.2)RP





X cos (a + b )
________ (1.2)RP 2 for





The angles a and b are already known from equations 11
(1,2)RP 2
and 13*
A value o f  V derived from equation 1 i s  
1
s in  (a •* b )
V = (1.2)KP 2 , for | dT \ ^  0 . (15)
dX IISI1 I dT \ \ / XPXP
The equations 10, 12, 14, and 15 are the so lu tion  of the system
o f  equations 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 . As seen , the so lu tion  e x is t s  and i s
unique for f dT \ zfz 0«
IdX/XP
o
As f ig ,  4 shows, a cannot be equal to  90 j otherw ise,
(l,2)R P
X would have to  be in f in it e ;  th erefore , the can cella tion  o f
cos a in the so lu tion  of the system of equations 1 , 2 , 3 , and
(1,2)RP
It i s  j u s t i f ia b le .
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- 1
The maximum value o f  a is  s in
(1,2)RP
1 I , but V i s  not yet
V I 2
2
known. This value of a i s  the c r i t ic a l  angle— or the angle
(1,2)RP
fo r  which to ta l  re fra ctio n  takes p lace a t the in ter fa ce  between layers  
one and two.
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APPENDIX IV -  SOLUTION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS (N-LAYER)
On pages 26-34 a system o f four equations in  the unknows
a , b , H , and V was developed* This system o f e -
(N-1,N)RP N N -l N-l
quations i s  rew ritten  below as equations 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4:
s in  a V
_______ (N-2.N)RP_________ _ N-2 (1)
a + ( b -  b V
(N-1,N)RP N N -l J N -l
sin  a V
(N-2.N)SP _ N-2 (2)
. (N-1,?0RP N N -l J N -l
N-2
r - i  h
T „ X s in  (a + b )+ >  _ I  (cos a + cos a )
N" V (1,N)RP 2 L —i V (I,N)SP (I,N)RP
1 1=1 I
2H









tan a + H
-1 (N-1,N)RP N.Jtan a (.N-2,N)HP
cos [a  + (b -  b ) j
L (N-1«N)RP W N -l J
cos a
(N-1,N)RP
cos [ - a  + (b -  b ) 1
tan a L (N-l.N)RP N N -l J
(N-2,N)SP cos a
(N-1,N)RP
[ cos f a  + (b -  b ) |tan a L (N-2.N)RP W N -l J(N-3,W)RP cos a
(N-2,N)RP
cos fa  4- (b -  b )*]
L (N-l.N)RP N N -l J 
cos a
(N-1,N)RP
cos I a + (b -  b
‘ tSLn a (N-2.N)SP N -l N-2
(N-3,N)SP c o s  a
>]
(M-2,N)SP
cos f - a  + (b -  b ) ]












cos a  + (b -  b
L (K.N)RP K+l K>]
c o s  a
(K,N)RP
c o s f a  +  ( b  -  b )1
L (M -l .N )R P  N N - l  JH i





(Nf-4,N)SP [ I I 
K=N-3
c o s  aI"  + (b -  b )]
t  ( v  m \q p  irxn v  J(K.W)SP K+l K
cos a
(K,N)SP
c o s [ - a  + (b -  b )1
L (N-l.N)RP W N -l J





(N-J,N)RP i I I
cos a[  + (b -  b )]
L f v  M\PP VO.T V J(K.N)RP K+l K
c o s  a
K=N-J+1 (K,M)RP
c o s f a  + (b -  b ) ]
L (fJ-l,N)HP N N-l J
c o s  a
(N-1,N)RP
K=N-2
tan a I L (K.N)SP K+l K
(N-J,N)SP ( I !  cos a
K=N-J+1 (K,N)SP
c o s  f a  + (b -  b )
L t y  wVqp v  J
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F-a + (b -  b ) ]





+ H tan a
2 L (2,N)RP
K=N-2 -  ,
cos a + (b -  b )
L (K.N)RP K + l  K J 
cos a
K=N-2 (K,N)HP
cos |a  + (b -  b )




j 1  r  cos [a  + (b -  b ) I
-  tan a L (K.N)SP K+l K J
(2,N)SP i l l  cos a
K=3 <K,N)SP
(*-a + (b -  b ) ]







1 L (1,N)RP I I I
cos [ a  + (b -  b ) I
L ( k. n)rp k+i  k j
cos a
K=2 (K,N)RP
cos Ja + (b -  b ) I







cos [a  + (b -  b )
L (K.W)SP K+l K J
cos a
K=2 (K,N)SP
cos I - a  + (b -  b ) I




cos (b -  b ) cos (b " b ) -  
L+l L I N N-l
s in  (b -  b ) 
N N -l
L=N-2in cos (b -  b ) L+l L tan a (N-1,N)RP
L= 0
L=N-3
+ s in  (b >inN -l N-2 I I I
IPO





+ s in  (b -  b 
N-2 J T T
cos [a  + (b -  b )1
L (N-l.N)RP N N -l J
cos a
(N-1,N)HP
cos (b -  b ) 





cos a + (b
L (N-2.N)RP N -l > >]N-2 J
cos [ a + (b -  b






+ s in  (b b
N-3 N-4i l T T cos (bL+l b ) L tan a
L=0
K=N-2 1 r 1
n cos l a  + (b -  b ) cos a ♦ (b -  b )L (K.N)RP K+l K J L (N-l.N)HP N N -l J cos a cos aK—N-3 (K,N)HP (N-1,N)RP





—iv—in L+l b ) I tan a L I (N-J,N)RP
K-N-2
n cos fa + (b -  b )1 cos fa  + (b -  b )11 (K.N)RP K+l K J L (N-l.N)HP N N -l J cos a cos aK=N-J+1 (K,N)RP (N-1,N)RP
K=N-2
cos | an [  + ( b  -  b )L (K.N)RP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,N)RP
cos Fa + (b -  b )









cos a + (b -  b
1 (K.N)RP K+l K>]
cos a
(K,N)RP




The unique so lu tio n  o f th ese  equations w il l  now be demonstrated. 
Equating the f i r s t  members o f equations 1 and 2 , the r e su lt  i s
s in  a
(W-2.K)RP
+ (b -  b )1
I-lJ
s in  a
s in  f - a
N-
( m- 2 ,w)sp




The expression o f 1 , given by equation 1 , i s
V
N -l
s in  a
1 _ (N-2.N)RP__________
V “ V s ln T a  + (b -  b JT
N -l N-2 L (N-1,N)RP N N -l J
S u b stitu tion  o f th is  expression in equation 3 produces the resu lts
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N-2
EhI ( cos a +  cos a )V (I,N)SP (I,N)RP
1 ' 1=1 I
s in  a
__________  (N-2.N)RP 2H cos a
V sin  f  a + (b -  b J T  N -l (N-1,N)RP
N-2 L (N-1,N)RP N N -l J
or
N-2
EhI ( cos a cos ) V (I,N)SP (I,N)RP1=1 I
2 s in  a H cos a
. _______ (N-2.N)RP_______ N -l________ (N-l.N)RP_______  (6)
V s in  ra + (b -  b H
N-2 L (N-1,N)RP N N -l J
The system o f equations is  now reduced to equations 5* and 6,
To s im p lify  the notation l e t
N-2 (7)
A = T I X s in  (a + b ) + > _ l ( e o s  a + cos a )
N V (1,N)RP 2 L —<■ V (I,N)SP (I,N)RP J
1 1=1 I
2 sin  a
B _ (N-2.N)RP , both A and B are known.
V
N-2
Hence, equation 6 can be presented as
H cos a 
N-l (N-l.N)HP _ A
sin  r a V  (b -  b )1 " B
L (N-1,N)RP N N -l J




b -  b = d .
N N-l
The equations 10 and 11 may be su b stitu ted  in  equation 9 to
obtain  an equation which may be solved for H , y ie ld in g
N -l
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Equations £, 9 , and 12 now allow  equation 4 to  be w ritten  as




tan a cos ( c + d) _ tan a cos ( -  c + d) I
(N-2,N)SP cos c J(N-2,N)RP cos c
[ cos [a  + (b -  b ) |tan a L (N-2.N)RP N -l N-2 J cos ( c+ d )(N-3,N)RP cos a " cos c(N-2,N)HP
-  tan a
(N-3,N)SP
cos la  + (b
L (N-2.N)SP H-l N-2>]cos I -
cos a
(N-2,M)SP
(  c + d) 1 
cos c J
K=N-2 -  1
[ “I T cos a + (b -  b )tan a 1 (K.N)RP K+l K J cos (c + d)(N-4,N)RP I I cos a cos cK=N-3 (K,N)RP
K=N-2
-  tan a
(N-4,N)SPn
K=N-3






»>]K J cos ( -  c + d)
cos c
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. cos (c  + d) 
cos c
K=N-2
-  tan a
(N-J,N)SP n cos f a  + (b -  b )I -L (K.N)SP K+l K J . cos ( - c + d )  cos a cos c JK=N-J+1 (K,N)SP
K=N-2
cos | a[ “1 T f  + (b — b ) Jtan a L (K.N)RP K+l K J # cos (c + d )(2,N)RP I I cos a * cos cK=3 (K,N)RP





cos a + (b -
L (K.N)SP K+l K>]
cos a
(K,N)SP













cos (c + d) 
cos c





cos a  +
■ (K.N)SP




. cos ( -  c + d)
C08 C
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+ s in  (b
N-
+ s in  (b
N-
♦ s in  (b
N*
cos (b -  b ) 
L+l L -[ / t t 2cos d -  | s in  d cos (b -  b )I I I L+l LL=0 tan c








tan a cos (c + d )
(N-2,N)RP c o s  c
L=N-4
-  b )
•2 N-3





cos [a  + (b


















“] T“ cos I a + (b -  b )
L (K.N)RP K+l K J cos (c  + d) 
I I cos a ° cos c
K=N-3 (K,N)RP
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cos (b -  b ) I tan  a









K # cos (c + d )  
cos c
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a




cos f a  + (b -  b )
L (K.N)RP K+l K J
cos a
(K,N)RP
cos (c  + d) 
cos c




cos [a + (b -  b
L (K.N)RP K+l K>]
cos a
(K,N)RP
cos (c + d) 
cos c
(13)
For b rev ity , le t ;




+ H tan a
N-3 (N-3,N)RP
Fa + (b -  b ) ]




+ H tan a  ̂ (K.N)RP K+l K
N-4 (N-4,N)RP I I  cos a
K-N-3 (K,N)RP
cos Fa + (b -  b ) I
L t v  kAwd it j
K=N-2
n cos l a  + (b -  bL (K.W)RP K+l K cos aK=N-J+ 1  (K,N)RP
K=N-2
cos aF  + (b -  b ) ]
L t v  V J+ H tan a L (K.N)RP K+l K
2 ( 2 ,N)RP I I  cos a
K=3 (K,N)RP
K=N-2
cos a[ a  + (b -  b ) ]
+ H t a n a  L (K.N)RP K+l K J (14)
1 (1,N)RP I I  cos a
K=2 (K,N)RP
G = H tan a 
N-2 (N-2,N)SP
cos a + (b -  b )
+ H tan a L (N-2.N)SP N -l N-2





+ H tan a L (K.N)SP " K+l K
N-4 (N-4,N)SP I I  cos a
K=N-3 (K,N)SP
cos [a  + (b -  b )
L (Y Vj.1 v  •*
K=N-2
9
+ H tan a 1  (K.H)SP ~ K+l K
N-J (N-J,H)SP I I  cos a
K=N-J+1 (K,K)SP
cos [ a  + (b -  b ) 1
L t v  m \qd v a t  v •*
K=N-2
cos af  + (b -  b ) ]
L t v  M \  013 Vj.1  Y J+ H tan a L (K.N)SP K+l K
2 (2,N)SP I I  cos a
K=3 (K,N)SP




cos [a + (b -  b ) ‘












cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L I (N-2,N)RP
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L=N-4
+ s in  (b -  b )
N-2 N-3
IPO
cos (b -  b ) I tan a
L+l L I (N-3,N)RP
cos [a  + (b -  b ) I
L (N-2.N)RP N -l N-2 J
cos a
(N-2,N)HP











cos aF  + (b -  b ) 1




+ s in  (b -  b
N-J+l N-J
cos (b -  b ) tan a






[  + (b -  b ) 1
L f v  Vo.1 V  J(K.N)RP K+l K 
cos a
+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a
3 2 2 (2,N)RP
K=N-2
TLcos £a + (b -  b(K.N)HP K+l K>]cos a
K=3 (K,N)RP
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cos [a  -#» (b -  b ) I
1  (K.N)RP K+l K J (17)
cos a
(K,M)RP
D efin ition s 14, 15, 16, and 17 may now be used to  w rite  
equation 13 as
X = 2 A (tan c cos d + s in  d) tan c + F cos ( c +»d) G cos ( -  c + d)
I B cos c cos c J
*[Y cos d -  Y sin  d tan c + W cos (c  + d) 1COS C I J (16)
The terras in  c + d  and -c  + d, may be expanded to  obtain
= 2 A (tan  c cos d + s in  d) tan c + F
L B
cos c cos d -  s in  c s in  d 
cos c
+ G cos c cos d + s in  c s in  d 
cos c
J J Y cos d -  £I Y s in  d tan c + W
cos c cos d -  s in  c sin  d 
cos c
Further transform ation of th is  expression y ie ld s
X £ y cos d -  J  Y sin  d tan c + W (cos d -  s in  d tan c ) j ]
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2
= 2 A (tan c cos d «»• s in  d tan c) + F (cos d -  s in  d tan c) 
B
U 5
G (cos d ♦ s in  d tan c ) .
The fa c to rs  s in  d or cos d may be factored out of each term o f  





cos d [x  (Y-W) -  2 _A_ n c -  F -  g]




X (Y-W) -  2 A tan c - F - G
sin  d tan d _ B
cos d = " tan c (X (Y-W) 2 A _ F~TgT ' (19)
B
D efin itio n s  10 and 11 may be used to  w rite equation 5 as
s in  a s in  a
(N-2.N)RP _ (N-2.N)SP
sin  ( -  c Hs in  (c + d ) +d)
or
s in  a ( s in  d cos c -  sin  c cos d)
(N-2,N)RP
= s in  a ( s in  c cos d + s in  d cos c) •
(N-2,N)SP
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The fa c to rs  s in  d or cos d may be factored  out o f each term o f  
the above expression and hence i t  may be w ritten
s in  d ( s in  a cos c -  sin  a cos c)
(N-2,N)HP (N-2,N)SP
-  cos d ( s in  a s in  c + s in  a s in  c)
(N-2,N)RP (N-2,N)SP
Hence,
s in  a + s in  a
s in  d _ tan d _ (N-2.N)RP________ (N-2.N)SP sin  c
cos d ” sin  a -  s in  a ° cos c
(N-2,N)RP (N-2,N)SP
To s im p lify  the notation  l e t
s in  a + s in  a
E _ (N-2.N)RP________ (N-2,N)SP . (20)
“ s in  a -  s in  a
(N-2,N)RP (N-2,N)SP
The expression of tan d then becomes 
tan d = E tan c . (21)
From equations 19 and 21 one can observe that
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2
X (Y-W) -  2 tan c -  F -  G
B _ E tan c .
tan c (X (Y-W) + 2 A -  F + GT “
B
Hence,




tan c .  ___________ X (Y-W) -  F -  G________  .
2 A A E (X (Y-W) » 2  A -  F + O)
B B
Consequently, from equation 10 i t  fo llow s that
tan c = tan a
(N-1,N)RP .E
i
X (Y-W) -  F -  G 
(X (Y-W) + 2 A .F  T g T  
B
or
tan a -  \  7  X (Y-W) -  F -  G________  , (22)




a = tan \  /  X (Y-W) -  F -  G___________ . (23)
(N-1,N)HP WE ( X (Y-W) -  F + G> + 2 A (E +1)
V B
S u b stitu tion  o f equations 11 and 22 in  equation 21 g ives
tan d = tan (b -  b ) = E \ /  X'(Y-W) -  F -  G '
N N -l y s  ( x  (y-W ) -  F + G) + 2 A ( Z + l )
and
b = b + tan E \ /  X (Y-W) -  F -  G . (24)
M N-l \ / E  (X (Y-W) -  F » G) 2 A (E-t-l)
V B
A form of equation 7 is
sin  [a  + (b -  b ) |
H __A________ L (N-l.N)RP N N-l J (25)
N -l B cos a 9
(N-1,N)RP
where the r igh t hand member i s  now en tir e ly  known.
The expression o f V , obtained from equation 1 i s
N -l
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sin  Fa +  (b -  b )1
v = V 1  (N-l.N)EP W N-l J (26)
N-l N-2 s in  a *
(N-2,N)RP
here too the righ t hand member i s  now e n tir e ly  known.
Thus, the system o f equations 1 , 2, 3 , and 4 has a so lu tio n , the  
so lu tion  i s  unique, and i t  i s  given by equations 2 3 , 2 4 ,  2 5 , and 2 6 , 
where the parameters are defined by equations 7 , 6 ,  14, 1 5 , 1 6 , 17, 
and 2 0 .
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APPENDIX V -  EXPRESSIONS OF DEPTH AND HORIZONTAL OFFSET 
OF THE REFLECTING POINT
The depth and h orizon ta l o f f s e t  o f the r e f le c t in g  point are 
obtained by v e r t ic a l and h orizon ta l p ro jectio n s, r e sp ec tiv e ly , o f  
the segments of the ray-path between the source and the r e f le c t in g  
p o in t.
In f i g ,  4 , l e t  A be the source and l e t  B be the rece iv er  for  
an example involving four layers; when the sign  conventions are ob­
served, the fo llow ing geom etric, trigonom etric, and a lgeb raic  re­
la t io n s  are v a lid ;
h
A,3 = Q = Id
( l ,4 )d  cos { - a  T
( l ,4 ) d
1 7 ? = P COS (7 ,1 ,3 )  = P cos |9 0 ° -  [* ( -  a )
( l ,4 )d  ( l ,4 ) d  L L (2 ,4 )d
- ( b
3




1 ,7  -  h cos ( - a  )
2d ( 2 , 4 ) d
375 =  377 =  1 /7  "  1 7 3 ' = h cos ( - a  ) - P
2d ( 2 ,4 ) d  ( l , 4 ) d
• s in  ["( -  a  )  -  (b  -  b )"|
L ( 2 , 4 ) d  3 2
5 7  = ta n  (  -  a  )
( 2 , 4 ) d
4 ,5  -  h s in  ( - a  )  +  P
2d ( 2 , 4 ) d  ( l , 4 ) d
• cos R - a  )  “  (b  -  b ) I  (Appendix I I )
L ( 2 , 4 ) d  3 2 J
2 2
  ___  h cos ( -  a )  h s in  ( -  a )
3 ^  = Q = 3 , 5 *  5 1 5 =  .2 d   (2 .4 ) .d  t  2d ( 2 , A )d
( 2 , 4 ) d  cos ( - a  J  cos ( - a  ;
( 2 , 4 ) d  ( 2 ,4 ) d
+ P
( l , 4 )d
s in  ( -  a )  cos f ( - a  ) - ( b  -  b ) 1
( 2 . 4 ) d  L  ( 2 . 4 ) d  3 2
cos ( -  a )
( 2 , 4 ) d
s in  I ( -  a )  -  (b -  b ) cos ( - a  )
L (2 .4 )d  3 2 (2 .4 )d
cos ( -  a )
( 2 , 4 )d
or
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h sin (b -  b )
Q _ 2d + P 3 2
(2 ,4 )d  " cos ( - a  T ( l ,4 ) d  cos ( -  a T
(2 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d
O 1 = P cos (1 0 ,4 ,6 )  = P cos 90 -  [ ( - a  ) - (b  -  b ) ]
(2 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d  I  L (3 ,4 )d  4 3 J J
= P s in  [" (-a  )  -  (b -  b )1
(2 ,4 )d  L (3 ,4 )d  4 3
4,10 = h cos ( - a  )
3d (3 ,4 )d
6 ,9  = 4 ,10  -  4 ,6 ' = h cos ( -  a )  -  P
3d (3 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d
s in  T ( -  a )  -  (b -  b )1
L (3 ,4 )d  4 3 J
9,W = 8 ,9  tan ( - a  )
(3 ,4 )d
8 ,9  = h s in  ( -  a )  + P
3d (3 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d
• cos [" (-a  ) - ( b  -  b ) l  (Appendix I I )
L (3 ,4 )d  4 3
2 2
  h cos ( - a  ) h s in  ( - a  )
5 ^  = Q = ST? + 9,W = 3d (3 .4 )d  + 3d (3 .4 )d
(3 ,4 )d  c o s T - a  I cos ( - a  J




sin  ( - a  ) cos ( - a  )  ” (b -  b )
(3 .4 )d  L (3 .4 )d  4____ I I
cos ( - a  j
(3 ,4 )d
s in  f ( - a  ) — (b — b ) 1 cos ( - a  )
L (3 .4 )d ______ 4_________  L 2A )d ,
cos ( -  a  j
(2 ,4 )d
or
h s in  (b -  b )
Q = 3d + P 4 3
(3 ,4 )d ~  cos ( -  a J (2 ,4 )  cos ( -  a j
(3 ,4 )d  (2 ,4 )d
For a r e f le c t io n  involving N la y e rs , the procedure fo r  obtaining
Q , Q , and Q i s  used repeatedly to  generate the
( l ,4 ) d  (2 ,4 )d  (3 ,4 )d
r e su lt:
h s in  (b -  b )
Q _ Kd . P K+l K
(K,N)d " cos ( -  a J (K -l,N )d cos ( -  a J
(K,N)d (K-l,N)d
where P = 0 , K v a r ies  from 1 to  N -l for a r e f le c t io n  on top
(0,N)d
o f  layer N, and the P 's  are p o s it iv e . The depth o f  r e f le c t in g  point
d
i s  then given by:
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N-l
Z = \  Q cos ["( -  a ) -  b 1
Nd I— * (l,N )d  L (I,N )d  1+1
1=1
For K = I the expression of Q becomes:
(K,N)d
h s in (b  -  b )
Q = Id , P 14-1 I
( l,N )d  cos ( -  a J (I - l ,N )d  cos ( -  a J
(I,N )d  (I - l,N )d
The expansion o f P i s  (see  Appendix II)
( I - l ,N )d
P = h tan ( -  a )
( I - l ,N )d  ( i - l ) d  (I - l ,N )d
cos [*(-a ) - ( b - b  )1
-9- h tan ( - a  ) L (I - l .N )d  I 1-1 J
(I-2 )d  (1 -2 ,N)d cos ( - a  J
( I -l,N )d
K=I—1
n co8 [ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )1L (K.M)d K+l K Jcos ( - a  J 
K=I-2 (K,N)d
K=I—1
T T  cos [ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )]
+ h tan ( - a  '  (K.N)d K+l K J




cos1 T  [ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( - a  ) L (K.N)d K4-1 K J
2d (2,N)d I I cos ( -  a J
K=3 (K,N)d
K=I-1 r n
 ̂ “I T cos ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )
4- h tan ( - a  ) (K.N)d K4l K J
Id (l,N )d  I I cos ( -  a "™J —
K=2 (K,N)d
where a sr 0
(N -l,N )d
The condition fo r  ap p lica tion  o f the general term i s
j  =  i - i .
S ubstitu ting  th is  value o f P in  the expression th at
(I - l ,N )d
g iv es  Q and putting th is  form of Q in  the expression
(I,N )d (I,N )d
th at provides Z , th e  r e su lt  i s  
Nd
N-l
h s in  (b -  b )
Id + 14-1 I
cos ( -  a )  cos ( -  a J
Z -  /  \  cos r ( ” a ) " b
Nd Z — j ] L (I,N )d  1 + 1  
1=1 (I,N )d (I - l ,N )d
h tan ( - a  )
( I - l )d  (I - l ,N )d
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cos l"( -  a ) -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( - a  )  L (I - l .N )d  I  1-1 J
(I-2 )d  (1 -2 ,N)d cos ( - a  J
(I - l,N )d
K=I-1 -  ,
, T T  COS ( - a  )  -  ( b  -  b  )
+ h tan ( - a  )  L (K.N)d K+l K J
( l-3 )d  (X-3,N)d I I cos ( - a  J
K=I-2 (K,N)d
K=I-1 r
T T  cos I ( - a  )  ~ (b -  b ;
+ h tan ( - a  ) L (K.W)d K+l K
(I -J )d  (I-J ,N )d  I I cos ( - a  }
K=I-J+1 (K,N)d
[ - )]
«*ri v - a j | |   /tr ”  -* ^  v
i-
K=I-1 f
T T  cos [ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )J
+ h tan ( -  a ) I I L (K.N)d K+l K J
:,N)d I I2d (2, )  cos ( -  a )
K=3 (K,M)d
K=I-1 '
cos I I -  aT T  [ ( - a  )  -  (b -  b ) ]  y
+ h tan ( -  a ) L (K.N)d K+l K J
Id ( l,N )d  I I “ cos ( -  a J
K=2 (K,N)d
where a S  0
(N-l,N)d-
The condition fo r  ap p lica tion  o f the general term i s
J ?  1 - 1  .
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The horizontal o f f s e t  of the r e f le c t in g  p o in t, referred to the  
source has the expression  
N-l
0 = )  Q sin  [ ( - a  ) -  b 1
Nd (I,N )d  L (I,N )d  I+1J
1=1
which, in  view o f the development used for the depth of the r e f le c t in g  
p o in t, can be expressed as 
N-l
0 = y < s in  [" (-a  ) - b  J




cos ( - a  )
(I,N )d
sin  (b -  b ) I
I+ l I  I h tan ( - a  )
cos ( -  a "J I ( i - l ) d  (I - l ,N )d
(I - l ,N )d  V
cos R - a  ) -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( - a  )  L (i-l.M )d  I  I - l J
(I -2 )d  (1 -2 ,N)d cos ( - a  J
(I-l,W )d
K=I-1 -  ,
TT-T cos ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )
+ h tan ( - a  )  (K.NM K+l K J
( l-3 )d  (1 -3 ,N)d I I cos ( - a  J
K=I-2 (K,N)d
K=I-1
cos R ~  a ) -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( -  a )  L~ (K.H)d' K+l K




n oos [ ( -  a ) -  (b -  b )1 -  (K.lfld   L Icos ( -  a J
K=3 (K,N)d
K—I—1 ^
f f  cos [ ( - a  ) -  (b -  b )]  1 1
+ h tan ( -  a )  L (K.H)d K+l K J '
Id (l,N )d  I I cos ( - a  J
K=2 (K,N)d
•where a ~  0,
(N -l,N )d
The condition for ap p lica tion  o f the general terra is
J §  1 -1 ,
and b “  0 for L §  1 .
L
Now l e t  B be the source and A the rece iver  for an example 
in vo lv in g  four layers (see f ig .  4 ); when th e s ign  conventions are 
observed, the follow ing geom etric, trigonom etric, and a lgebraic re­
la t io n s  are v a lid
h
»
B,13 = Q = lu
( l ,4 ) u  cos a
( l ,4 ) u
 r A
11,13 = P cos (17 ,11 ,13) = P
( l ,4 ) u  ( l ,4 ) u
cos [ 9 0  -  [  a + (b -  b )1 
L L ( 2 , 4 ) u  3 2 J
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= P s in  Fa ♦ (b -  b )*1
( l ,4 ) u  L (2 ,4 )u  3 2 J
11,17 = h cos a
2u (2,4)u
13,15 = 15717 = 11,17 “ 11 ,13 '=  h cos a
2u (2 ,4 )u
-  P sin  Ta ♦ (b
( l ,4 ) u  L (2 ,4 )u  3
15,16 = 14,15 tan a
(2,4)u
I 4 7 I?  = h s in  a + P cos [*a + (b -  b
2u (2 ,4 )u  ( l ,4 ) u  L (2 ,4 )u  3 2
2
h cos a h
I57I5 = Q = 13,15 + 15,16 = _2u (2 .4 )u  + 2u
(2 ,4 )u  cos a coe
(2,4)u
+ P
( l ,4 ) u
s in  a cos a + (b -  b )
(2 .4 )u  L (2 .4 )u  3 2 J
cos a
(2,4)u
s in  I a ♦ (b -  b ) I cos a
L (2 .4 )u  3 2 J (2 .4 )u
cos a
(2 ,4 )u






Q = 2u + P L 3 2
(2 ,4 )u  cos a ( l ,4 ) u  cos a
(2 ,4 )u  (2 ,4 )u
14,16' = P cos (20 ,14 ,16) = P cos |9 0  -  [ a  + (b  -  b )1 1
(2 ,4 )u  (2 ,4 )u  L L (3 ,4 )u  4 3 J
= P s in  [a  + (b -  b )1
(2 ,4 )u  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3
14,20  = h cos a
3u (3 ,4 )u
16,19 = 14,20 “ 1 4 ,l6 k = h cos a -  P s in  fa  + (b -  b )
3u (3 ,4 )u  (2 ,4 )u  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3
19 ,W = I S ,19 tan a
(3 ,4 )u
1S ,I9  = h s in  a + P cos fa + (b -  b )1 (Appendix I I )
3u (3 ,4 )u  (2 ,4 )u  L (3 ,4 )u  4 3 J
2 2 
h cos a h s in  a
I ^ w  = Q = 16,19 + 19 ,w -  3u ( 3 . t k , 3u ( 3 .U ) u
(3 ,4 )u  cos a cos a
(3,A )u (3 ,i0 u
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(2,4)u
s in  a cos a ♦ (b -  b ) I
(3 .4 )n  L (3 .4 )u  4 3
cos a
(3 ,4 )u
s in  a + (b -  b ) I cos a




h s in  f -  (b -  b )1
t = 3u _   ̂ P 4 3 J
(3 ,4 )u  cos a (2 ,4 )u  cos a
(3 ,4 )u (3 ,4 )u
For a r e f le c t io n  involving N la y e r s , the procedure fo r  obtaining
Q , Q , and Q i s  used repeatedly to  generate the
( l ,4 ) u  (2 ,4 )u  (3 ,4 )u
r esu lt:
s in
K u _  + P
f - ( b  -  b ) ]
L K+l K J
(K,N)u cos a (K -l,N )u cos a
(K,N)u (K -l,N )u
where P = 0 , K var ies  from 1 to  N-l for a r e f le c t io n  on top of
(0,N)u
la y er  N, and the P ! s are p o s it iv e .  The depth of th e  r e f le c t in g
u
poin t i s  then given by 
N -l
Z =1Q cos (a  + b )  *Nu L— s (I,N )u  (I,N )u  1+1
1=1
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For K = I the expression o f Q becomes:
(K,N)u
sin [-<b - b )]
Iu + P 1+1 I
(l,N )u  “ cos a (I-l,W )u cos a
(I,N )u  (I,N )u
The expansion o f p o s it iv e  P i s  ( se e  Appendix II )
(I - l ,N )u
P = h tan  a
( l - l ,N )u  ( I - l ) u  (I - l,N )u
cos fa  + (b -  b )
+ h tan  a L (I - l .N )u  I 1-1 J
( l-2 )u  (l-2 ,N )u  cos a
(I - l,N )u
K=I-1 -  ,
n cos la  + (b -  b )L (K.N)u K+l- K J cos aK=I-2 (K,N)u
K=I-1
cos I an [  + (b -  b ) ]L (K.N)u K+l K cos aK=I-J+1 (K,N)u
K=I-1
cos a[  + (b -  b )1
L t v  m\«. irx i v  J+ h tan a L (K.N)u K+l K




+ h tan a
lu  (1 ,M)u l l
cos £a 4 (b -  b
(K.N)u K + l K>]
cos a
K=2 ( K, N) u
where a — 0 .
(N -l,N )u
The condition for ap p lica tion  of the general term i s
J =  1-1 .
and b =  0 for L =  1 .
L
I f  th is  value of P i s  now sub stitu ted  in  the expression
( l- l ,N )u
th a t g ives Q , page 162, the resu ltin g  value of Q may be
(I,N )u  (I,N )u
used in  the expression o f Z , page l 6 l ,  to give
Nu
N -l
cos (a + b )




s in  [*-(b -  b )*|





• I h tan a
( I - l )u  (I - l ,N )u
cos
4 h tan a
( l-2 )u  (1 -2 , N)u
[a  4 (b -  b )1
L (I - l .N )u  I 1-1 J
cos a
(I - l,N )u
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K=I-1




c o b  l a  + (b -  b
1 (K.H)u K+l K+ h tan a




+ h tan a 
2u (2 ,tl)u  l l
cos aF  + (b -  b )1




+ h tan a 
lu  (1
cos a[  + (b -  b ) ]
L ( Y V J(K.N)u K+l K
cos a
K=2 (K,N)u
where a ~  0 .
(N -l,N )u
The condition  for ap p lica tion  of the general terra i s
J =  1-1,
and b =  0 for L — 1 . 
L
The horizontal o f f s e t  o f the r e f le c tin g  p o in t, referred to  the




0 = )  -  Q sin  (a + b ) •
Nu Z—i (I,N )u  (I,N )u  1+1
1=1
The minus sign before Q i s  introduced to  com ply with the
(I,N )u
d istan ce sign  convention, which requires negative values for d istan ces  
measured opposite to  the p o s it iv e  d ire c tio n .





-  s in  (a + b )
(I,N )u  1+1
h s i n f - ( b  -  b )1
lu  . 1+1 I J
cos a cos a
(l,N )u  (l,N )u
h tan a
( I - l ) u  ( I - l ,N )u
cos
+ h tan a
( l-2 )u  (I-2 ,N )u
[a  + (b -  b )1
L ( l- l .N )u  I 1-1 J
cos a
(I - l ,N )u
K=I-1
+ h tan a
(I -3 )u  ( I
TT
-3,N )u I I
cos a[  (b -  b )1




+ h tan a
(I-J )u
TT
(I-J ,N )u  I I
cos a





+ h tan a 
2u (2,„n cos l a  + (b1 (K.N)u K+l -  bK>]cos a
K=3 (K,N)u
K=I-1
+ h tan a
lu  ( l,N )u  l l
cos a[  +  (b -  b )]  ^
L f v  v j .1  ir J(K.N)u K+l K
cos a
K=2 (K,M)u
where a = 0  ,
(N -l,N )u
The condition fo r  ap p lica tion  of the general term i s
J =§ 1-1,
and b =  0 for L ~  1 
L
The su b stitu tio n  of S fo r  d in  the expression o f Z , pages 155*
Nd
156, to  in d icate  the source ray-path branch, y ie ld s
N-l
Nd E < cos [ ( - a  ) -  b 11 b AAc: To.1 J
1=1
(I,N )S  1+1
h
IS
cos ( -  a
(I,N )S
s in  (b -  b )
. 1+1 I
"J cos ( -  a
(I-1 ,N )S
7
h tan ( -  a )
( I - l ) S  ( l- l ,N )S
cos [ ( - a  )  -  (b -  b )1
+ h tan ( - a  ) L (I -l.H )S  I  1-1 J




+ h tan (
(I -3 )S
)TT
(I-3,H )S  I I
COS [ ( - a  )  -  (b -  b ) ]
L fK.KOS K+1 K J( .N)  l   
cos ( - a  "7
K=I-2 (K,N)S
K=I-1
+ h tan ( -  a ) L ~ (K.N)S' K+l  K
(I-J )S  ( l-J ,N )S  I I cos ( -  a J
K=I-J+1 (K,N)S
cos f ( - a  ) “ (b - b ) l
L »Ao ITxl v  J
K=I-1  r
-I—r  cos I ( - a  )  -  (b -  b )J
+ h tan ( - a  )  u (K.N)S K+l K J
2S (2,K)S I I cos ( - a  J
K=3 (K,N)S
K=I-1 r ,
n cos ( -  a )  -  (b -  b )L (K.N)S K+l K Jcos ( - a  J
K=2 (K,M)S
inhere a =z 0
(N-1,N)S
The condition for ap p lica tion  o f  the general term i s
J =  1-1,
and b ~  0 for L ~  1 . 
L
The su b stitu tio n  of S fo r  u in  the expression o f Z , pages
Nu
163-164, to  in d ica te  the source ray-path branch, y ie ld s
T 1029 16B
N-l
Z = /  < c o b  (a + b )
Nu i— x I ( l,N )S  1+1
1=1
s in  f - ( b  -  b )]
IS L 1+1 I J I h tan a
cos a cos a [ ( I - l )S  (I-1 ,N )S
(I,N )S  (I,N )S
f a  + (b -  b )1
L (I-I .N )S  I 1-1 J
cos
+ h tan a v .,_________
(1 -2 )S (1 -2 ,N)S cos a
(I-1 ,N )S
K=I-1
+ h tan a L (K.N)S K+l K
(I-3 )S  (1 -3 ,N)S I I  cos a
K=I-2 (K,N)S
cos £a + (b -  b ) j
K=I-1o
+ h tan a L (K.H)S K+l K
(I-J )S  (I-J ,N )S  I I  cos a
K=I-J+1 (K,N)S
cos l a  + (b -  b ) I
L m\ c  lfj.1 If J
K=I-1
+ h tan a L (K.N)S K+l K
2S (2,N)S I I  cos a
K=3 (K,N)S
cos fa  + (b -  b ) J
L ( v  M \q Jf4.1 If J
K=I-1
+ h tan a 1 (K.N)S  ̂ K+l K
IS (1,N)S I I  cos a
K=2 (K,N)S
cos fa  + (b -  b )
L ( if mYg Ifw.1 Y  J
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where a =: 0 .
(N-1,N)S
The condition for  a p p lica tio n  o f  the general tern  i s
J =  1 - 1  .
Examination o f  the two expressions of Z for a = 0
N (N-1,N)S
and fo r  a =  0 , r e sp e c tiv e ly , shows that they are a c tu a lly
(N-1,N)S
the same.
The form o f the expression o f Z used in th is  th e s is  i s
N
N-l
Z = y  < cos (a + b )
N L - *  j (1,N)S M
1=1
H sin  (b -  b )
I 1+1 I I H tan a
cos a cos a \ 1-1 (I-1 ,N )S
(I,N )S  (IjN )S
|"a + (b -  b )1
L (I - l.H )S  I  1-1 J
cos
+ H tan a _____________
1-2 (1 -2 ,N)S cos a
(I-1 ,N )S
K=I-1
cos I an j"  + (b -  b ) |1 (K.N)S K+l K J cos aK=I-2 (K,N)S
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K=I-1
+  H tan a
I-J  (







+ H tan a
2 (2„si7 cos j a + (bL (K.N)S K+l -  b■>]K Jcos a
K=3 (K,N)S










The condition for  a p p lica tion  o f  the general tern  i s
J ^  1-1 ,
and b — 0 for L =  1 . 
L
The su b stitu tio n  o f S fo r  d in  the expression o f 0 , pages
Nd
157-158, to  in d ica te  the source ray-path branch, y ie ld s
N -l
0 = )   ̂ s in  [ ( - a  ) -  b ) ]
Nd I L (I,N )S  1+1 J
1=1
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h sin (b -  b )
IS + I»1 I
cos ( -  a ) cos( -  a J"
(I,N )S  (I-1 ,N )S
h tan ( -  a )
( I - l ) S  (I-1 ,N )S
cos [ ( - a  ) - ( b  -  b )1
♦ h tan ( -  a ) L (I - l .N )S  I  1-1 J
(I-2 )S  ( 1-2 ,N)S c o s  ( - a  J
(I-1 ,N )S
K=I-1 -  1/  ̂TT cos [(-» )-o> - *> )J
+ h tan ( -  a ) L (K.N)S K+l K J
(I —3)S ( 1 -3 ,M)S I I cos (  — a J
K=I-2 (K,N)S
K=I-1 r -
t t  cos ( - a  ) - ( b  -  b )
+ h tan ( -  a ) I I  L (K.N)S K+l K J
(I-J )S  (I-J ,N )S  I I ”  cos ( - a  J
K=I-J+1 (K,N)S
K=I-1 -  ,/ \ TT 008 L<' *, « ) " (b - b )J+ h tan ( -  a ) (K.N)S K+l K





/  % T T  0 0 8  [ ( " a ,  ,  )  " ( b  '  b  >1tan ( - a  )  L (K.N)S K+l K J
(1,H)S | | cos ( - a  J
K=2 (K,N)S
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where a =  0 .
(N-1,N)S
The condition for ap p lica tion  o f the general term is
J §  1-1,
and b =  0 for L = 1  .
L
S im ilarly , the expression o f  0 , pages 165-166, may be w ritten
Nu
N-l
0 = /  < -  s in  (a + b )




s in f- (b  -  b )1 
L I+ l I J
cos a cos a
( i , n)s ( i , n) s
h tan a
( I - l ) S  (I-1 ,N )S
cos
+ h tan a
(1 -2 )S (1 -2 ,N)S
[a  + (b -  b )1
L (I-l.M )S  I 1-1 J
cos a
+ h tan a
(I-3 )S  ( 1 -3 ,N)S
K=I-1
n cos a[  + (b -  b )1L fir h\o vj.1 v J(K.N)S K+l Kcos a
K=I-2 (K,N)S
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+ h tan a
(I -J )S  (I-J ,N )S
K=I-1
IT cos ["a + (b -  b ) 1L (K.N)S K+l K Jcos a
K=I-J+1 (K,N)S
K=I-1
+ h tan a
2S (2 ,n)s TT cos [ a  + ( b  -  b ) [L (K.N)S K+l K Jcos a
K=3 (K,N)S
K=I"1 r 1
n cos la  + (b -  b )1 (K.N)S K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,N)S
where a z z  0  •
(N-1,N)S
The condition  for ap p lica tion  o f the general term i s
J =  1 - 1  .
Examination o f the two expressions of 0 for a =: 0 and
N (N-1,N)S
fo r  a ~  0 , respectively^ shows th at they a c tu a lly  are the same«
(N-1,N)S




0 = )  < -  s in  (a + b )
N I— 1 I (I,N )S  1+1
1=1





+ H tan a
1-2 (1 -2 ,N)S
H tan a 
1-1 (I-1 ,N )S
(I,N )S
fa + (b -  b )1




K=I- 1 r 1
n cos f  a + (b -  b )L (I - l.N )S  K+l K J1-3 (I-3 ,N )S  I I  cos aK=I-2 (K,N)S
K=I“1 r 1
n cos l a  + (b -  b )L (I - l .N )S  K+l K JI-J  (I-J ,N )S  I I  cos aK=I-J+1 (K,N)S
K=I-1
+ H tan a
K=I"1 r 1
n cos [a + (b -  b )1 (I - l .N )S  K+l K J cos a(2,N)S I I K=3 (K,N)S
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K=I-1
n cos j a ♦1 (X -l.N )S  cos a (b -  b )1 K+l K JK -2 (K,N)S
The condition fo r  ap p lica tion  o f the general terra i s
J § 1 - 1
H's have the same meaning as before: th at i s ,  they replace the
h *8 to  denote the segments o f the s tr in g  o f  perpendiculars to  the 
S
in ter fa ces  that s ta r ts  a t  the source.
T 1029
APPENDIX VI -  EXPRESSIONS FOR INTERPRETATION OF TIME-DISTANCE 
CURVES FOR 2 . 3 , . . .  7 LAYERS
There a re  two s e ts  o f s o lu tio n s  fa r  la y e r  d e te rm in a tio n : one f o r  
two la y e rs  and one fo r  more than  two la y e rs ;  b u t th e re  is  o n ly  one 
s e t o f  g e n e ra l s o lu tio n s  f o r  d e te rm in a tio n  o f  r e f le c t in g  p o in ts .
In  th e  expressions presented  in  th is  Appendix:
T is  th e  tim e fo r  r e f le c t io n  from  th e  to p  o f la y e r  N;
N
X is  the  d is ta n c e  between the  source and th e  re c e iv e r ;  
dT \
N1 is  the s lope o f  th e  t im e -d is ta n c e  curve f o r  a r e f le c t io n  
dXK P
from  th e  to p  o f la y e r  N measured a t  d is ta n c e  X in  th e  p o s it iv e  
d ir e c t io n ;
Di -IdX h i th e  s lo p e  o f  th e  t im e -d is ta n c e  curve fo r  a r e f le c t io n
from  th e  to p  o f la y e r  N measured a t  d is ta n c e  X in  th e  n e g a tiv e  
d ir e c t io n ;




b =  0 for  L =  1;
L
V i s  the speed o f  layer  K;
K
H i s  the segment w ithin la y er  K o f the s tr in g  o f perpendiculars 
K
to  the in ter fa ces  th at s ta r ts  a t  the source;
a i s  an angle o f the rece iver  ray-path branch;
(K,N)RP
a i s  an angle of the source ray-path branch,
(K,N)SP
The angles a and a are both measured in  layer K,
(K,N)RP (K,M)SP
between the perpendicular to  the lower in ter fa ce  o f layer  K and the
ray-path; P represents recording in  the p o s it iv e  d ir ec tio n .
The expressions o f Appendixes I I I  -  V can be used fo r  recording  
in  the p o s it iv e  or negative d ir ec tio n s . In ap p lica tion , a l l  ex­
p ression s were sp ec ia lized  fo r  recording in  the a r b itr a r ily  se lected  
p o s it iv e  d ir e c t io n . The information th at comes from recording in  the
negative d irectio n  i s  
d irectio n s o f  recording.
dT \




Known: b = 0
1
Data: T , X,
2 dX /XP dX /XN
f d T  \Condition: I 2 1 zfz 0
IdX /XP
Angles of r e f le c t io n  and incidence of the ray-path:
s in  a
U,2)RP
dT fdT 1 '
2 + - __ 21
t . dX , XP - dX /XNJ (1,2)SP




Thickness of the 1 s t  layer:
X cos (a ♦ b )
H _ ________ (1.2)KP 2
1 ~  2 s in  a
(1,2)RP
Speed o f  the 1 s t  layer:
y  -




Depth of the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
Z s  cos (a + b ) 1
2 ( l ,2 )S P  2 cos a
(1,2)SP
Horizontal o f f s e t  of the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
0 = -  s in  (a b ) 1




Known: V , b = 0, b , and H .
1 1  2 1
I dT










__________X (Y-Wl -  F -  G________  ,




Dip of the 3rd interface:
-1
b = b tan
2
E. /  X (Y-W) -  F -  G




Thickness o f the 2nd layer:
sin  f a  ♦ (b -  b ) 1
H = JL L (2.3)RP 3 2 J
2 " B cos a
(2,3)RP
Speed of the 2nd layer:
sin a +
(2.3)HP










_ X s in  (a + b )  + _1 (cos a ♦ cos a )
V (l,3)RP 2 V (1,3)SP (1,3)RP
A = T 
3 3
1 1
2 s in  a 
B _ (1.3)RP
3 V
sin  a + sin a
E -  (1.3)RP (1.3)SP
3 sin  a -  s in  a
(1,3)RP (X,3)3P
F = H tan a 
3 1 (1,3)RP
G s  -  H tan a
3 1 (1,3)SP
Y s  cos b 
3 2
W = s in  b tan a 
3 2 (1,3)RP
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Depth of the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
Z = cos (a + b )   1_
3 (1,3)3P 2 cos a
(1,3)SP
+ cos (a + b )
(2,3)SP 3
H sin  (b -  b )
 3 2 H tan a
1cos a cos a
(2,3)SP (2,3)SP
(1,3)SP
Horizontal o f f s e t  o f  the r e f le c t in g  point:





H sin  (b -  b )
-  s in  (a + b ) I 2 _ 3 2 H tan a
(2,3)SP 3 I cos a cos a 1 (1,3)SP
(2,3)SP (2,3)SP
Test: The computation continues i f
V
sin  a i




Known: V , V , b = 0, b , b , H , and H
1 2  1 2 3 1 2
Data: T , X,
4
dT \ /dT \
> arei _ A
dX /XP 'dX /XN
Angles o f  r e f le c t io n  and incidence o f  the ray-path:
-1
a = tan \  /  X (Y-W) -  F -  G
(3,4)RP y  E ( X (Y-W) -  F + G) + 2 A  (E + l )
a r  — a
( 3 ,4 ) SP (3,4)RP
Dip of the 4th in terface:
-1
b s  b + tan IE
4 3
X (Y-W) -  F -  G___________
rE /  X (Y-W) -  F + G ) 2 A (E + I)
T 1029
Thickness of the 3rd layer:
sin
H -  A 
3 “ B
a +
• ( 3 . 4 ) R P
(b -  b ) ]
4  3 J
cos a
( 3 , 4 ) R P
Speed o f  the 3rd layer:
s in  f a  ♦ (b -  b )I
V = V L ( 3 . A ) R P  U 3 J
3 2 s in  a








= s in -  b
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-1 j  V \
= s in  I  2 s in  a
(2,4)SP V (1,4)SP
\ 1





2 s in  a J -  (b -  b )




4 4" * (1,4)RP 2' ’ V ’ (1,4)SP (1,4)RP
A ~ T _ |* X s in  (a + b ) + 1 (cos a + cos a )
H “I
 2  (cos a +■ cos a ) I
V (2,4)SP (2,4)RP J
2
2 s in  a 
B -  (2.4)RP
4 " V
sin  a + s in  a
E = (2 .4 )R P_______ (2.4)SP
4 s in  a _ s in  a
(2,4)RP (2,4)SP
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cos l a  + (b -  b )
F :  H tan a + H tan a L (2.4)RP 3 2
4 2 (2,4)RP 1 (1,4)HP cos a
(2,4)RP
[ cos ( a  + ( b - b ) |H tan a + H tan a L (2.4)SP 3 2 J |2 (2,4)SP 1 (1,4)SP cos a(2,4)SP J
Y s  cos b cos (b -  b )
4 2 3 2
W s  sin  (b -  b ) cos b tan a + sin  b tan a
4 3 2 2 (2,4)RP 2 (1,4)RP
cos f a  + (b -  b ) 1
L  ( O *5 O J(2.4)RP 3 2
co6 a
(2,4)K>
Depth o f  the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
Z = cos (a + b )  1
U (1,4)SP 2 cos a
(1,4)SP
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+ cos (a + b )
(2 ,4 )  SP 3
H sin  (b -  b )
 3 2 H tan a
1cos a cos a
(2,4)SP (2,4)SP
(1,4)SP
•f cos (a + b )




["sin  (b -  b )4 3 | H tan a2 (2,4)SP
cos [*a + (b -  b )1
+ H tan a 1 (2.4)SP 3 2 J
1 ( l,4 )S P  cos a
(2,4)SP 1)
Horizontal o f f s e t  o f  the r e f le c t in g  point;
H
0 = -  s in  (a + b )  1
4 (1,4)SP 2 cos a
(1,4)SP





sin  (b -  b )
 3 . -  H tan a




sin  (a b )
(3,4)SP 4 cos a
(3,4)SP
sin  (b -  b ) -
______ 4 3 |H tan a
cos a I 2 (
(3,4)SP
cos [ a  + (b -  b )
+ H tan a L (2.4)SP 3 2 1
1 (1,4)SP cos a
(2,4)SP J
Test: The computation continues i f
V





Known: V , V , V , b = 0 ,  b , b , b , H , H , and H .
1 2 3  1 2 3 4 1 2  3
Data: T , X,
5
dT \





Angles o f  r e f le c t io n  and incidence o f  the ray-path:
a = tan \  /  X (Y-W) -  F -  G ~~l , a
(4,5)RP \ / E l  X(Y-W) -  F ♦  ofr + 2 A lE + lT U ,  5)SP
a
U,5)RP
Dip of, the 5th in terface:
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Thickness o f the 4th layer:
s in  l a  + (b -  b )
H = _A_ 1 (/t.5)HP S U J
4 B cos a
U,5)SP
Speed of the 4th layer:
s in  [*a + (b -  b ) 1
v = v L (Zt.5)RP 5 4 J




b + s in  
2 - i ' t-w i1 1 1  I dX IXM J
-1




« i L | " b2
- 1 / V
a = s in  I 2  s in  a
(2,5)SP y V (1,5)SP
-  (b -  b )
3 2
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- 1 1 V
a s  s in  I 2 s in  a I -  (b -  b )
(2,5)RP  ̂ (1,5)RP I 3 2
-1  j  V
= s in  [ __3 sin  a -  (b -  b )
(3,5)SP V (2 ,5 )S P /  /+ 3
\ 2
- 1 /  V
a = s in  I  ^ a I -  (b -  b )
(3,5)RP  ̂ (2,5)RP I 4 3
Parameter s :
H
A = T -  X sin  (a + b ) + _ i  ( cos a + cos a )
5 5 I V (1,5)RP 2 V (1,5)SP (1,5)RP
1 1
H H
. 2 (cos a + cos a ) , 3 (cos a 4* cos a








s i n  a  +  s i n  a
E _ (3.5)HP_________(3.5)SP
5  ^  s i n  a  -  s i n  a
(3,5)RP (3,5)SP
F = H tan a 
5 3 (3,5)RP
c o s  a  +  ( b  — b  ) I
+  H t a n  a  L (3.5)RP 4 3
2 (2,5)RP c o s  a
(3,5)RP
| a  + (b -  b  ) |  c o s  f a  +  ( b  -  b  )
L (2.5)RP 3 2  1 (3.5)RP U 3 J
c o s
+ H t a n  a  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  • -
1  ( 1 , 5 ) R P  c o s  a  c o s  a
(2,5)RP (3,5)RP




+ H t a n  a
2 (2,5)SP
["a + ( b  -  b  )"|
L (3.5)SP h  3 J




+ H ta n  a
1 (1 ,5 )S P
+ (b  -  b )1 cos f a  +  (b  -  b )1 _
(2 .5 )S P  3 2 J L (3 .5 )S P  4 3 J |
cos a cos a
(2 ,5 )S P (3 ,5 )S P
Y s  cos b cos (b  -  b ) cos (b  -  b ) 
5 2 3 2 4 3
W s  s in  (b  -  b ) cos b cos (b  -  b ) ta n  a 
5 4  3 2 3 2 (3 ,5 )R P
cos l a  +  (b  -  b ) I
+  s in  (b  -  b ) cos b ta n  a  (3 .5 )R P  4 3
3 2 2 (2 ,5 )R P  cos a
(3 ,5 )K P
cos f a  +  (b  -  b ) |
■»• s in  b ta n  a L (2 .5 )R P  3 2 ■
2 (1 ,5 )R P  cos a
(2 ,5 )R P
cos f a  + (b  -  b )1
 1 (3 .5 )R P  U  3
cos a
(3,5)RP
Depth o f  th e  r e f le c t in g  p o in t:
H
Z = cos (a  +  b )  1
5 (1,5)SP 2 cos a
(1,5)SP
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+  C06 ( a  + b  ) 1-  - V -
s in  ( b  -  b )
3 2




+ cos (a ♦ b )
1 H
3
sin  ( b  -  b  )
_____. 4 _ .  3
(3,5)SP 4 cos a
(3,5)SP
cos a
( 3 ,5 ) SP
+ H tan a
cos [ a  + (b -
L (2.5)SP 3 V ] i )
1 (1,5)SP cos a
(2,5)SP J)
♦ cos (a +
b )  1
H sin  ( b  -  b  )
5 k
(4,5)SP 5 1 cos a (4,5)SP cos a U ,5)SP
+ H tan a
COS f a  + (b
L (3.5)SP 4
i O'
2 (2,5)SP cos a
(3,5)SP
+ H tan a
COS f a  + (b1 (2.5)SP 3 -  b ) cos I a2




I tan a 
3 (3,5)SP
+ (b -  b )1 




Horizontal o f f s e t  o f  the r e f le c t in g  point.
H
0 = -  s in  (a + b ) 1
5 (1,5)SP 2 cos a
(1,5)SP
-  s in  (a + b )
(2,5)SP 3 1 cos a
H
(2,5)SP
sin  (b -  b )
3 2 H tan 8
cos a 1
(2,5)SP
-  s in  (a + b )
(3,5)SP 4 I cos a
H
(3,5)SP
s in  (b -  b )
—-—— ^ ,3 |H tan s
cos a 1 2
( 3 , 5 ) S P  L
cos






sin  (a + b )
(4,5)SP 5 I 0 0 s a
H
(4,5)SP
s in  (b -  b )






cos a + (b -  b )
t  H tan a L (3.5)SP k  3
2 (2,5)SP cos a
(3,5)SP
cos a + (b -  b ) cos [ a  + (b -  b )1
+ H tan a L (2.5)SP 3 2 J . 1 (3.5)SP L 3 J1
1 (1,5)SP cos a cos a
(2,5)SP (3,5)SP J
Test: The computation continues i f
V





Known: v , v ,
°oii>> b > b , b , b , H , H , H , and H .
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
dT r dT \
Data: T , X, 6 , and 6
6 dX XP . dX m
Angles o f  r e f le c t io n  and incidence o f  the ray-path:
= U n ' S  /  X (Y-W) -  F -  0 ....... _ . I
(5,6)RP \ /  E (x(Y-W) -  F + G) + 2 A (E + l )
V B
£L “ "• fit
(4 ,5 )S P ~  (4,5).BP
Dip o f  the 6th in terface:
b =
6
tan X (Y-W) -  F -  G
E (x(Y-W) -  F + G ) + 2_A_ (E + 1)
T 1029




[ a  +
1 (5-6)HP




Speed of the 5th la y e r 1
s in  l a  + (b -  b )
v = V L (5.6)RF 6 ? J

















2 s in  a
V (1,6)SP 
' 1
-  (b -  b ) 
3 2
- 1 /  V




sin 3 s in  a 1 -  (b -  b )
V (2,6)SP j 4 3
2
-1  V
sin  3 s in  a I -  (b -  b )
V (2,6)RP J U 3
2
-1  I V 
= sin 4 sin  a
V (3,6)SP
-  (b -  b )
5 4
-1
= sin  4 s in  a I -  (b -  b )





-  r X s in  (a + b I  I




• (cos a + co$ a )
(I,6)SP (I,6)RP I  J
2 s in  a
b ,  =  _________ LkJ. J RP
6 V
sin  a + s in  a
E _ ( L .  6)RP (A.6)SP
6 ” s in  a -  sin  a
(4,6)RP (4,6)SP
F s  H tan a 
6 A (A,6)RP
oos l a  + (b -  b
+ K tan a 1 (4.6)RP 5 A
3 (3,6)RP c o s  a
(A,6)RP
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+ H tan 
2
♦ H tan 
1







cos a + (b -  b )




n cos a + (b -  b )L (K.6)RP K+l K Jcos a
K=2 (K,6)RP
H tan a 
4 (4,6)SP
cos f a  + (b -  b )
a L (4.6)SP 5 4 J






cos I a + (b -  b ) I





+  H tan a 
1 (1 ,6)Sp I I 
Ks2
cos l a  +
L (K.6)SP





Y = I I cos (b -+ b ) 
6 I I L+l L
L=0
L=3
W = s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) 1 tan a
6 5 4 1 1  L+l L I  (4,6)RP
i=2
+ s in  (b b )| cos (b -  b ) I tan a
4 3 \  I * L+l L J (3,6)RP
L=0
cos I a +■ (b -  b )




+ s in  (b -  b ) cos b tan a




+ s in  b tan a
2 (1 ,6)RP Tcos £a + (b -  b )J(K.6)HP K+l Kcos a
K=2 (K,6)RP
Depth of the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
Z = cos (a + b )  1
6 ( l,6 )S P  2 cos a
(1,6)SP





sin  (b -  b )
______ 3 2 II tan a
cos a 1 (]
(2,6)SP
H sin  (b -  b )
+> cos (a + b ) I  3 ________ 4 3 H tan a
(3,6)SP 4 I cos a cos a 2
(3,6)SP (3,6)SP L
cos [  a ♦ (b -  b ) I
+ H tan a L (2.6)SP 3 2 J





cos (a +  ̂ )
(4,6)SP 5
H sin  (b -  b )
5 L H tan s
. p i 3
cos a cos a
(4,6)SP (4,6)SI
cos f a  + (b -  b ) 1
+ H tan a L (3.6)SP U 3 J





cos a[ a  + (b -  b ) J
(K.6)SP K+l k
cos a
K - 2 (K,6)SP
+ cos (a + b )
(5,6)SP 6 cos a
i _____
( 5 ,6 ) sp
sin  (b -  b ) -
6 5 I H tan
cos a I U
(5,6)SP
cos l a  + (b -  b ) J
♦ H tan a L g .6 )S P  5 h
3 (3,6)SP co6 a
(4,6)SP
(3,6)SP
* (4 ,6 )
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K=U
+ H tan a
2 (2 ,6)SpT T
cos a + (b -  b )




+ H tan a 
1 (1 ,6)3p T T
cos af a  + (b -  b )1
t  (V K+1 K J< U > 1
cos a
K=2 (K,6)SP i]
H orizontal o f fs e t  o f the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
0 = -  s in  (a + b )  1_
6 (1,6)SP 2 cos a
(1,6)SP
-  s in  (a +
(2,6)SP cos a
sin  (b -  b )
 3 2 H tan a
1cos a
(2,6)SP ( 2 ,6)SP
(1,6)SP
I H sin  (b -  b )
-  s in  (a + b ) f ________ 3 _  L 3 H tan a
(3,6)SP U \ cos a cos a 2 (2,6)SP
(3,6)SP (3,6)SP 1
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cos l a  + (b -  b ) I _
♦ H tan a 1 (2.6)SP 3 2 J '
1 (l,6 )S P  cos a
(2,6)SP
H s in  (b -  b ) p
r s in  (a + b ) I  Zj._____  _ ______ 5 4 I H tan a
(4,6)SP 5 \ cos a cos a I 3 (3,6)SP
(4,6)SP (4,6)SP
cos I* a + (b -  b ) 1
+ H tan a 1 (3.6)SP 4 3
2 (2,6)SP cos a
(3 ,6 )
K=3 r .
*1 T cos l a  + (b -  b )
+ H tan a L (K.6)SP K+l K J
1 (1,6)SP I I cos a
K=2 (K,6)SP
,  v / H sin  (b -  b )_
-  s in  (a + b ) I 5 _  6 5 tan a
(5,6)SP 6 I cos a cos a (4,6)SP
\  (5,6)SP (5,6)SP L
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cos a + (b -  b ) I
+ H tan a (4 .6)5P  5 U
3 (3,6)SP cos a
(4,6)SP





a (Ka 6 jSp l








cos a + (b -  b ) I
L (K.6)SP K+l K J
cos a
(K,6)SP
Test; The computation continues i f
V




Known: V , V , V , V , V
1 2 3 4 5
b = 0 , b , b , b , b , b
1 2 3 4 5 6
H , H , H , H , H 
1 2 3 4 5
Data: T , X,
7
dT \









__________ X (Y-W) ~ F -  G________
E (  X(Y-W) -  F + G I ♦  2 A (B ♦ T T
(6,7)SP





b = b + tan 
7 6
Thickness of the 6th layer:
X (Y-W) -  F 
E (X (Y-W) -  F
-  G
G) + 2 A (E + 1) 
R
s in  Ta + (b -  b )1
H = -A - L (6.7)RP 7 6 J
6 ~ B cos a
(6,7)RP
Speed of the 6th layer:
s in  a + (b -  b )
V -  V L (6.7)RP 7 6















- l [ ' dT 1
1
sin  V ___ 1 -  b
dX JXP 2
-1  V
sin  2 s in  a ] — (b — b )
V (1,7)SP I 3 2
-1  j  V
sin  I __2 sin  a I -  (b -  b )
(1 ,7  )RP/ 3 2
-1  I V
sin  I  3 s in  a 1- (b -  b )
V (2,7)SP j  U 3
-1  V
; s in   3 s in  a I -  (b -  b )
V (2,7)HP I U 3
-1  j  V
s in  I __^ s in  a 1 -  (b -  b )











-1  I V
sin sm  a
(3,7)RP





5 s in  a 1 -  (b -  b )
V (4,7)SP I 6 5
4
-1  / V 
s in  I - L -  s in  a
v (4,7)HP
4
-  (b -  b ) 
6 5
1=5
X s in  (a ^ b )
V (1,7)RP 2
i= i  1 i
• (cos a + cos a ) I






sin  a + s in  a
E (5.7)HP________ CS,7 ).SP
7 sin  a -  sin  a
(5,7)RP (5,7)SP
F = H tan a 
7 5 (5,7)RP
cos f a  + (b -  b )
+ H tan a 1 (5.7)HP 6 5 J
4 (4,7)RP cos a
(5,7)RP





cos [ a  + ( b  -  b ) I




ncos l a  + (b -  b )L (K.7)RP K+l K cos aK=3 (K,7)RI5
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cos a 4* (b -  b ) I





cos a + (b -  b )






cos a 4* (b -  b







cos [*a + (b -  b ) [





a + (b -  b )
+ H tan a 1 1  L f v  ^  v Jn cos  .(K.7)SP K+l K  cos a I1 (i,7 )S P K=2 (K,7)SP
L=5■ncos (bL+l b ) L
L=0
L=4
W = s in  (b -  b ) cos (b -  b ) I tan a
7 6 5 \ l  I L+l L I (5,7)RP
L=0
+ sin  (b ~ b ) I cos (b -  b ) I tan a
5 4 \  I I L+l L j  (4,7)RP
L=0




+ s in  (b -  b ) I I cos (b -  b ) 







cos l a  + (b -  b ) I
L (K<7)RP K»1 K J
cos a
(K,7)RP
+ sin  (b -  b ) cos b tan a
3 2 2 (2,7)RP
K=5•TTcos I a +L (K.7)RP K+l K(b -  b >]cos a
K=3 (K,7)RP









Depth o f the r e f le c t i  ng point:
H
Z = cos (a + b ) 1
7 (1,7)SP 2 cos a
(1,7)SP
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( 2 ,7 ) S P
sin  (b -  b )
3 2 H tan z
cos a 1
(2,7)SP





sin  (b -  b ) r
U 3 IH tan t 
cos a 1 2
(3,7)SP c
cos [ a  + (b -  b ) I _
♦ H tan a 1  (2.7)SP 3 2  J 1
1 (1,7)SP cos a
(2,7)SP
+ cos (a + b )
(4,7)3P 5
s in  (b -  b ) 





cos I a + (b -  b ) [
+ H tan a 1 (3.7)SP h  S J







K=3 r  *1
a + (b -  b )
L ( v  n \< xo  i r x i  v  Jn cos I L (K.7)SP K+l K cos aK=2 (K,7)SP





sin  (b -  b ) -
6 5 |H tan
cos a 4
(5,7)SP L
cos l a  + (b -  b ) I
+ H tan a L (4.7)SP 5 4
3 (3,7)SP cos a
(4,7)SP
K=4 p -i
ncos | a + (b -  b )L (K.7)SP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,7)SP
+ H t a n a  L (K.7)SP K+l K
1 (1,7)SP | I cos a
K=2 (K,7)SP
K=4 p -I
cos a + (b — b ) I \L f  v  •~t\ cr> vai v  •*
(4,7)SP
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♦ cos (a + b )
(*>,7)SP 7







[cos a + (b — b ) I (5.7)SP 6 54 (4,7)SP cos a (5,7)SP
K=5 f  n
n cos a + (b -  b ) IL (K,7)SP K+l K Jcos aK=4 (K,7)SP
K=5
+ H tan a  1 (K.7)SP K+l K
. 2 (2 ,7 )SPI I cos a
K?3 (K,7)SP
cos F a  + (b -  b ) I
L (v r x i  v  •*
H tan a I
1 (1,7)SPI I
K=5
cos I a[ a  + (b -  b ) ]






H orizontal o f f s e t  of the r e f le c t in g  point:
H
0 = -  s in  (a + b ) 1
7 (1,7)SP 2 cos a
(1,7)SP
-  s in  (a + b )
(2,7)SP 3 | cos a
(2,7)SP
sin  (b -  b )
 3 2 H tan
cos a 1
(2,7)SP





sin  (b -  b ) .




+ H tan a
1 (1,7)SP
f a  + (b -  b )1 _






sin  (a + b )
(4,7)SP 5 \ cos a
H
(4f 7)SP
sin  (b -  b ) r
______ 5 4 H tan e
cos a I 3
(4,7)SP L
■* H tan a
2 (2,7)SP
cos l a  + (b -  b ) I








cos [ a  + (b -  b ) I _
L (K.7)SP K+l K J 1
cos a
K=2 (K,7)SP
-  s in  (a + b )
(5,7)SP 6 l cos a
H
(5,7)SP
sin  (b -  b ) r
6 5 IH tan
cos a I 4
(5,7)SP L
cos I a + (b -  b ) I
+ H tan a L (4.7)SP 5 4






n cos f  a + (b -  b ) 1L (K.7)SP K+l K J cos aK=3 (K,7)SP
K=̂  r ,
n cos l a  + (b -  b ) I .L (K.7)SP K+l K J cos aK=2 (K,7)SP





sin  (b -  b ) r
______ 7 6 I H tan
cos a I 5
(6,7)SP L
cos I a + (b -  b ) I
+ H t a n a  L (5.7)SP 6 5 J
4 (4,7)SP cos a
(5,7)SP
K=5 p i

















The computation continues i f
s in  a
(5,6)RP V
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APPENDIX VII -  FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR DETERMINATION OF LAYERS
AND REFLECTING POINTS
C FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE THESIS
C OF FABIANO LOBATO. WRITTEN APRIL, 1965, BY W. R. LEE, SHELL
C OIL CO. PROGRAM WILL HANDLE UP TO 20 LAYERS AND CAN BE EXPANDED
C BY CHANGING THE DIMENSIONS IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT.
DIMENSION AR(20), AS(20), H (20), V (20), B(20)
IN = 5 
KOUT = 6
C CALCULATE SOLUTIONS TO TWO LAYER CASE
K = 1 
B (l)  = 0 .
READ ( IN, 10) X, T, DTDXP, DTDXN 
10 FORMAT ( F10.0, 3F10.8, 39X, II  )
ARG = SQRT( X/2./T* ( DTDXP -  DTDXN))
AR(1) = ARCSIN(ARG)
AS(1) = -AR(l)
ARG = SQRT(X) * ( DTDXP + DTDXN ) /SQRT( (DTDXP -  DTDXN)* ( 2 .*  




H (l) = X* C0S(AR(1) + B(2)) /  (2 .*  SIN(AR(l)) )
V (l) = SIN(AR(1) B (2)) /  DTDXP 
Z = C0S( AS(l) + B(2) ) * H(1)/C0S( A S(l) )
0 = -SIM( AS(1) + B(2) ) *  H(l)/C0S( AS(1) )
C PRINT HEADING
WRITE ( KOUT, 20 )
20 FORMAT ( 1H1, 79HLAYER SPEED THICKNESS DEPTH
1 OFFSET DIP INC. ANGLE )
BOUT = B(K+1) * 57.295779 
BOUn = AR(l) * 57.295779 
C PRINT TWO LAYER CASE SOLUTIONS
WRITE ( KOUT, 30) K, V(K), H (l) , Z, 0 , BOUT, B0UT1 
30 FORMAT ( 1H0, 13, AX, F10.0, AX, F10.1, IX, F10.1, IX, F10.1, F10 




C BEGIN MULTILAYER SOLUTION
C
AO K = K + 1 
C READ IN DATA
READ ( IN, 10 ) X, T, DTDXP, DTDXN, KEND
C CALCULATE FIRST ANGLES
ARG= + V (l) » DTDXP 
AR(l) = ARCSIN(ARG) -  B(2)
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ARG = -V (l)  * DTDXN 
AS(l) = -ARCSIN(ARG) -  B(2)
K1 = K -  1 
K2 = K -  2 
K3 = K -  3
C CALCULATE ALL INTERMEDIATE ANGLES
IF ( K «LE. 3 ) GO TO 60
DO 50 J = 2 , K2
ARG = V (J)/V (J-1)* SIN(AR(J-1) )
AR(J) = ARCSIN(ARG) -  B(J+l) +  B(J)
ARG = V (J )A (J -1 ) * SIN(AS(J-1))
50 AS(J) = ARCSIN(ARG) -  B(J+l) ♦ B(J)
C CALCULATE PARAMETERS
60 A = T -  X A (1) * SIN( AR(l) + B(2)) 
Y = 1.
F = H(K2) * TAN(AR(K2))
W = SIN(B(K1) -  B(K2))* TAN(AR(K2)) 
G = -H(K2) * TAN(AS(K2))
IF ( K .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 120
DO 70 J = 1 , K3 
70 W = W * COS ( B(J+l) -  B (J))
DO 110 I = 1 , K3 
PROD = TAN(AR(I))
PR0D1 = H(I) * TAN(AS(I))
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PR0D2 = 1 .
I I  = 1 + 1 
DO 80 J = I I ,  K2
PROD = PROD * C0S(AR(J) ♦ B(J+l) -  B(J) )/COS(AR(j))
80 PR0D1 = PR0D1 * CQS(AS(J) + D(J+l) -  B (J ) ) /  COS(AS(J))
IF ( I  .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 100 
I I  = I  -  1 
DO 90 J = 1 , II  
90 PR0D2 = PR0D2 * COS( B(J+l) -  B(J) )
100 W = W + SIN( (1+1) -  B (l)  ) * PROD * PR0D2
F = F + PROD * H(I)
UO G = G -  PR0D1
120 DO 130 J = 1 , K2
A = A — H(J)/V(J) * ( COS(AS(J)) + COS(AR(J)) )
130 Y = Y * COS( (J+ l) -  B(J) )
BIC = 2.*SIN(AR(K2))/V(K2)
E = (SIN( AR(K2)) + SIN(AS(K2)))/(SIN(AR(K2)) -  SIN(AS(K2)))
C CALCULATE INCIDENT ANGLES
ARG = SQRT( (X *(Y-W)-F-G) /  (E*(X *(Y-W)-F+G) + 2.*A/BK*(E+1.))) 
AR(K1) = ATAN(ARG)
AS(Kl) = -  AR(K1)
C CALCULATE DIP ANGLE, LAYER THICKNESS, LAYER
C SPEED, DEPTH OF REFLECTING POINT, AND
C HORIZONTAL OFFSET OF REFLECTING POINT
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ARG = E * ARG
B(K) = B(Kl) + ATAN(ARG)
V(K1) = V(K2) * SIN( AR(Kl) + B(K) -  B(Kl) ) /  SIN( AR(K2) ) 
H(K1) ss A/BK * SIN(AR(Kl) + B(K) -  B(Kl)) /  C0S(AR(Kl))
Z = H(l)*CGS(AS(l) ♦ B(2))/C0S(AS(1))
0 =-H(l)*SIN(AS(l) ♦ B(2))/C0S(AS(1))
DO 170 I = 2 , K1 
SUM = Oo
IF ( I .LT. 3 ) GO TO 160
12 = I -  2
DO 150 L -  1 , 12
PROD = H(L) * TAN( AS(L) )
LI = L ♦ 1 
11 = I -  1 
DO 140 J -  LI, I I  
140 PROD = PROD * C0S(AS(J) + B(J+l) -  B(J))/C0S(AS(J))
150 SUM = SUM + PROD
160 Z = Z +  COS(AS(l) * B(I+l))/C O S(A S(l)) * ( H (l) -  SIN(B(l+l) -
1 B (I)) * ( H (I-1) * TAN(AS(I-l)) ♦ SUM ))
170 0 = 0 -  SIN(AS(l) + B(I+1))/COS(AS(I)) * ( H (l) -  SIN (B(l+l) -
1 B (I)) * ( H (I - l)  * TAN(AS(I-1)) ♦ SUM ))
BOUT = B(K) * 57.295779 
B0UT1 = AR{ K1 ) * 57.295779 
C PRINT MULTILAYER CASE SOLUTIONS
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WRITS ( KOUT, 30 )K1, V(K l), H(Kl), Z, 0 , BOUT, B0UT1
C TEST TO SEE IF CRITICAL ANGLE EXCEEDED
IF ( SIN( ACR ) .GE. V(K2)A(K1) ) GO TO 180 
ACR = AR(K1)
IF ( KEND .SQ. 0 ) GO TO 40 
CALL EXIT 
180 WRITE( KOUT, 190 )
190 FORMAT ( 36HOCRITICAL ANGLE EXCEEDED, END OF JOB )
CALL EXIT 
END
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF ARCSIN
FUNCTION ARCSIN (X)
IF ( X .GE. 1 . ) GO TO 50
PHI = ( ( ( ( (  -.00433777 * X ) + .01934994 ) *  X -  .04495888 ) * X 
1 + .08787631 ) * X -  .21451236 ) * X + 1.5707952
ARCSIN = 1.5707963 -  SORT ( 1 . -  X ) * PHI
RETURN 
50 ARCSIN = 1.5707963 
RETURN 
END
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF TANGENT
FUNCTION TAN ( X )
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IF ( COS (X) .EQ. 0 . ) GO TO 50 
TAN = SIN(X) /  COS(X) 
RETURN 
50 TAN = 10000.
RETURN
END
NOTE The follow ing corespondences are observed between the te x t  
and the Fortran IV program:
a to  AR(K),
(K,N)RP
a to  AS(K),
(K,N)SP
B to  BK, 
and b to  B.
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